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X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) using synchrotron radiation is a well-
established technique providing information on the electronic, structural and
magnetic properties of matter. In X-ray absorption, a photon is absorbed by the
atom, giving rise to the transition of an electron from a core state to an empty state
above the Fermi level. The absorption cross-section depends on the energy and on
the measured element. To excite an electron in a given core level, the photon
energy has to be equal or higher than the energy of this core level. This gives rise
to the opening of a new absorption channel when the photon energy is scanned
from below to above this core-level energy. The energies of the absorption edges
therefore correspond to the core-level energies, which are characteristic for each
element, making X-ray absorption an element-selective technique.

In general, two regions can be discerned in X-ray absorption spectra: the near-edge
and EXAFS (Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure) regions. The spectral
shape in the near-edge region is determined by electron correlation and density of
states (or multiple scattering) effects and gives mainly information about the
electronic properties of the absorbing atom. The EXAFS region is dominated by
single scattering events of the outgoing electron on the neighbouring atoms, giving
information about the local atomic structure around the absorbing site.

Several books and reviews have been published about XANES (X-ray Absorption
Near-Edge Spectroscopy) and EXAFS spectroscopy. In this chapter we will treat
the theoretical basis of XANES, mainly for systems where electron correlations
play an important role (localized electron systems). Multiple scattering effects are
treated in the chapter of P. Sainctavit, V. Briois and D. Cabaret, while EXAFS
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spectroscopy has been described by B. Lengeler.
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This chapter will start with an introduction to the theoretical basis of X-ray
absorption spectra. The main absorption edges (1s, 2p and 3p edges of transition
metals, 3d edges of rare earths) will then be treated in more detail. Emphasis will
be given to transitions to relatively localized states, where multiplet effects play an
important role.

We will also briefly discuss polarization dependent XAS or X-ray dichroism.
Dichroism with circularly polarized X-rays (X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism or
XMCD) has become a powerful tool for the study of magnetic materials, capable to
provide element specific information about spin and orbital magnetic moments.

1. INTRODUCTIONII

X-ray absorption spectroscopy has become an important tool for the charac-
terization of materials as well as for fundamental studies of atoms, molecules,
adsorbates, surfaces, liquids and solids. The particular assets of XAS spectroscopy
are its element specificity and the possibility to obtain detailed information without
the presence of any long range ordering. Below it will be shown that the X-ray
absorption spectrum in many cases is closely related to the empty density of states
of a system. As such XAS is able to provide a detailed picture of the local
electronic structure of the element studied.

1.1. INTERACTION OF II X-RAYS WITH MATTER-

In XAS the absorption of X-rays by a sample, as described by Lambert-Beer's law,
is measured. The intensity of the transmitted beam at a certain energy I(II w) is
related to the intensity of the beam before the sample I0II (w ) divided by an
exponential containing the length of the sample x times the absorption cross-
section m(w)
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Figure 1 - Transmission
through a uniform sample.
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How is the absorption cross-section m determined? As an X-ray passes an electron,
its electric field causes oscillations in both direction and strength. In most
descriptions of X-ray absorption one uses the vector field A to describe the
electromagnetic wave. This vector field is given in the form of a plane wave of
electromagnetic radiation

A eê cos( ) ˆee ( )
q q

i( -Aeee 0qe( ) e Aeeqee
1
2

e {3}

The cosine plane wave function contains the wave vector k times the displacement
x and the frequency w times the time t. The cosine function is rewritten to an
exponential function [cos (kx – wt) = ½ (e i(kx – wt) + e–i(kx – wt))], for which only the

absorbing e–i– wt term has been retained. The eiwt term would induce emissions for
atoms where a core-hole is present. êq is a unit vector for a polarization q. The

Hamiltonian describing the interaction of X-rays with electrons can be
approximated in perturbation theory and its first term can be written as:

H1 = ÿ
e

mc
p A {4}

The interaction Hamiltonian H1HH describes the action of the vector field A on the
momentum operator p of an electron. The electric field E is collinear with the
vector field, and this term can be understood as the action of an electric field E on
the electron moments. The proportionality factor contains the electron charge e, its
mass m and the speed of light c.

The Golden Rule states that the transition probability W between a system in its
initial state Fi and final state FfF  is given byf

W E Efi f iWW
f iE E= -iE

2 2p d w
h

h| | | |f if‚ Ú‚ f ifff {5}

The initial and final state wave functions are built from an electron part and a
photon part. The photon part of the wave function takes care of the annihilation of
a photon in the X-ray absorption process. In the text below, it will not be included
explicitly. The delta function takes care of the energy conservation and a transition
takes place if the energy of the final state equals the energy of the initial state plus
the X-ray energy. The squared matrix element gives the transition rate.

The transition operator T contains all possible transitions and can be separated in
parts (T = T T1TT + T2TT +…), where the transition operator T1TT describes one-photon
transitions such as X-ray absorption. It is in first order equal to the first term of the
interaction Hamiltonian, i.e. T1TT = H1HH . The transition rate W is found by calculating
the matrix elements of the transition operator T1. Two-photon phenomena, for
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example resonant X-ray scattering, are described with the transition operator in
second order (T2TT ). The interaction Hamiltonian is found by inserting the vector
field into H1HH

T1TT ∂ Ê( ˆ )ÿq
i

q

p k rÿe {6}

This equation can be rewritten using a Taylor expansion of eik . r = 1r + ik · r +…
Limiting the equation to the first two terms 1 + ik · r, the transition operator is 

T1TT ∂ [ ]Ê ÿÿ
q

+ ÿ ÿ+ ÿ+ ÿ++++ {7}

T1TT contains the electric dipole transition ( ˆ )q p . The electric quadrupole transition
originates from the second term. The value of k · r can be calculated from the edge
energy hwedge in eV and the atomic number Z.

k r ºr hwedge 80Z {8}

In case of the K  edges from carbon (Z = 6, Z hwedge = 284 eV) to zinc (Z = 30,Z
hwedge = 9659 eV), the value of k · r lies between 0.03 and 0.04. The transition
probability is equal to the matrix element squared, hence the quadrupole transition
is smaller by approximately 1.5 10–3 than the dipole transition and can be
neglected. This defines the well-known dipole approximation. The transition
operator in the dipole approximation is given by

T1TT ∂ Ê( ˆ )ÿq
q

p {9}

Omitting the summation over k and using the commutation law between the
position operator r and the atomic Hamiltonian ( p m ih[ , ]) one obtains the

familiar form of the X-ray absorption transition operator 

T1TT = Ê( ˆ )ÿq
q

{10}

1.2. BASICS OF BB XAFS SPECTROSCOPY

Including this operator into the Fermi golden rule gives

W E Efi f q iWW
q

f iE E∂ -EiEÊ | | ˆ | |f q if q‚ ÿ Ú‚ ÿf q if q ÿÿÿf qqf q
2 d wh {11}

This equation will form the basis for the rest of this review. This is a rather
theoretical and formal description. What happens in practice? If an assembly of
atoms is exposed to X-rays it will absorb part of the incoming photons. At a certain
energy (depending on the atom) a sharp rise in the absorption will be observed
(fig. 2). This sharp rise in absorption is called the absorption edge.
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The energy of the absorption edge is determined by the binding energy of a core
level. Exactly at the edge the photon energy is equal to the binding energy, or more
precisely the edge identifies transitions from the ground state to the lowest empty
state. Figure 2 shows the X-ray absorption spectra of manganese and nickel. The
LII-III edges relate to a 2p core level and the K edge relates to a 1s core-level
binding energy.
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Figure 2 - The X-ray absorption cross-sections of manganese and nickel. Visible are
the LII-III edges at respectively 680 and 830 eV and the K edges at respectively
6500 eV and 8500 eV.

In the case of solids, when other atoms surround the absorbing atom, a typical
XAFS spectrum is shown in figure 3.
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Figure 3 - The LIII XAFS spectrum of platinum metal. The edge jump is seen at
11.564 keV and above one observes a decaying background modulated by
oscillations.
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Instead of a smooth background, oscillations as a function of the energy of the
incoming X-rays are visible. These oscillations can be explained assuming that the
electron excitation process is a one-electron process. This makes it possible to
rewrite the initial state wave function as a core-wave function (c) and the final state
wave function as a free electron wave function (∂). One implicitly assumes that all
other electrons do not participate in the X-ray induced transition. We will come
back to the limitations of this approximation below.

| | ˆ | | | | ˆ | | | | ˆ | | =| ˆ | | | | ˆ | | | | ˆ | || ˆ | | | | ˆ | | | | ˆ || ˆ | || ˆ |f q i i q i q| | | | | | | | || | | | | | | | || | | | | | | | || | | | | || | | | | | | | || || || | | | | | | || | | | | || | | | | | || | | || | | | || || | | ||| | || || || | || || || | || || || | || | | | || ||| | | |2 2 2 2| | ˆ | | | | ˆ | || | ˆ | || | ˆ | | | | ˆ | || ˆ | | | | ˆ || | ˆ | || | ˆ || ˆ | | | || || | || | || | || || | | || || || | | || ||| | | || | | || || | | || || | M {12}

Underligning means that there is a hole in the corresponding level (c indicates a
core-hole). The squared matrix element M 2M is in many cases a number that is only
little varying with energy and one can often assume that it is a constant. The delta
function of equation {11} implies that one observes the density of empty states (r(( ).

I MXASI 2 r {13}

The X-ray absorption selection rules determine that the dipole matrix element M is
non-zero if the orbital quantum number of the final state differs by 1 from the one
of the initial state (DL = ≤1, i.e. s ö p, p ö s or dr , etc.) and the spin is conserved
(DS = 0). The quadrupole transitions imply final states that differ by 2 from theS

initial state (DL = ≤2, i.e. s ö d, p ö f).ff
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Figure 4 - The schematic density of states of an oxide. The 1s core electron of
oxygen at 530 eV binding energy is excited to an empty p state giving the
information on the oxygen p projected density of states.

In the dipole approximation, the shape of the absorption spectrum should look like
the partial density of the (DL = ≤1) empty states projected on the absorbing site,
convoluted with a Lorentzian. This Lorentzian broadening is due to the finite
lifetime of the core-hole, leading to an uncertainty in its energy according to
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Heisenberg's principle. A more accurate approximation can be obtained if the
unperturbed density of states is replaced by the density of states in presence of the
core-hole. This approximation gives a relatively adequate simulation of the XAS
spectral shape when the interaction between the electrons in the final state is
relatively weak. This is often the case for 1s ö 4p transitions (K edges) of theK
3d metals.

1.3. EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTSEE

An X-ray absorption spectrum originates from the fact that the probability of an
electron to be ejected from a core level is dependent on the energy of the incoming
beam. For this reason the energy of the X-rays is varied during an experiment,
which requires a monochromator to obtain a monochromatic beam.

There are different ways to detect the absorption. The most direct way is
transmission detection, where the absorption is obtained comparing the incoming
photon intensity (I0II ) with the intensity transmitted by the sample (ItII ). Transmission
experiments are standard for hard X-rays. X-rays with energies less than 1 keV
have an attenuation length of less than 1 mm, implying that for soft X-rays the
sample has to be extremely thin. In addition soft X-rays have a large absorption
cross-section with air, hence the experiments have to be performed in vacuum.

For soft X-rays, and sometimes also for hard X-rays, the absorption is usually
obtained using the decay of the created core-hole. This decay gives rise to an
avalanche of electrons, photons and ions escaping from the surface of the substrate.
By measuring any of these decay products, it is possible to measure samples of
arbitrary thickness.

An important prerequisite for the use of decay channels is that the channels that are
measured are linearly proportional to the absorption cross-section. In general this
linear proportionality holds, but there are cases where for example the ratio
between radiative a non-radiative decay varies significantly over a relatively short
energy range. It turns out that in cases where multiplet effects are important, for
example the 2p X-ray absorption of 3d metals, the fluorescence decay varies by
almost a factor of two over an energy range of approximately 15 eV, i.e. from the
first to the last peak in the edge region [1]. Because Auger decay dominates over
fluorescence (for soft X-rays), this effect is only visible in fluorescence yield
detection.

The fluorescent decay of the core-hole can be used as the basis for the absorption
measurement. The amount of fluorescent decay increases with energy and Auger
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decay dominates for all core levels below 1 keV. In case of the 3d metals, the
K edges show strong fluorescence and all other edges mainly Auger decay. TheK

photon created in the fluorescent decay has a mean free path of the same order of
magnitude as the incoming X-ray, which excludes any surface effect. On the other
hand it means that there will be saturation effects if the sample is not dilute [2].

Recently it became possible to use fluorescence detectors with approximately 1 eV
resolution to tune to a particular fluorescence channel. This could be denoted as
partial fluorescence yield. The technique is also known as selective X-ray absorp-
tion because one can select for example a particular valence and measure the X-ray
absorption spectrum of that valence only [3,4,5]. Other possibilities are the selec-
tivity to the spin orientation and the nature of the neighbouring atoms. Partial
fluorescence yield can be considered as a coherent X-ray scattering effect and as
such it effectively removes the lifetime broadening of the intermediate state. This
effect can be used to measure X-ray absorption spectra with unprecedented spectral
resolution.

With the total electron yield method one detects all electrons that emerge from the
sample surface, independent of their energy. The interaction of electrons with
solids is much larger than the interaction of X-rays, which implies that the
electrons that escape must originate close to the surface. The probing depth of total
electron yield in the soft X-ray range lies in the range of approximately 3 to 10 nm,
depending also on the material studied [6,7].

Instead of just counting the escaped electrons, one can detect their respective
energies and as such measure the partial electron yield. The majority of emitted
electrons are true secondary electrons with emission energies of less than 100 eV.
However, if one detects an Auger decay channel with high resolution one can
perform similar experiments as with high resolution fluorescence detection and do
selective X-ray absorption experiments.

Other detection techniques include ion yield [8]d and X-ray Raman scattering [9]g . A
completely different way to measure X-ray absorption cross-sections is Electron
Energy Loss Spectroscopy or EELS. This implies studying the energy that
electrons lose in a transmission electron microscope (TEM). TEM-EELS involves
the measurement of the energy imparted to a thin specimen by incident electrons
with typical energies of 100 keV to 300 keV. Because the interaction of electrons
with matter is large, the specimen thickness must be of the order of maximum
a few hundred nm in order to obtain a measurable transmission signal. Instead
of a TEM microscope, one can also use a dedicated (non-microscopic) electron
source with typically lower energy and higher energy resolution [10]n . The close
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correspondence between EELS and XAS spectral shapes lies in an identical
transition operator if one uses the dipole approximation in both cases. The
enormous advantage of EELS is that it is carried out inside an electron microscope
and as such can be applied to obtain spatial resolutions down to a few angström.
This combination of high spatial resolution with high energy resolution has given
some beautiful applications the last few years. It should be mentioned here that also
X-ray absorption can be carried out in a microscopic fashion. Micro-XANES is
reaching spatial resolution of some 100 nm and Photo-Emission Electron
Microscopy (PEEM) is going towards a few nm resolution [11] (see the chapter by
C.M. Schneider in this volume). For more details on the application of TEM-EELS
we refer to recent reviews [12,13].

2. MULTIPLET EFFECTSMM

In the case of a transition to states where the interaction between the electrons is
strong (strongly correlated or localized states), like the 3d states of transition metal
ions or the 4f4  states of rare earths, the one-electron approximation does not hold.f

The interaction between the electrons, as well as the interaction of the electrons
with the core-hole after the absorption process, has to be taken into account
explicitly. Actually, all systems that contain a partly filled 3d shell in the final state
of the X-ray absorption process have large interactions between the valence
electrons and the 2p, 3s or 3p core-hole. Even the 3d metals for which the valence
electrons can be described relatively well with mean field methods such as Density
Functional Theory, the 2p3d multiplet interactions remain large and will
significantly affect the 2p X-ray absorption spectral shapes [14].

Table 1 shows the multiplet interactions between the various possible core-holes
and the partly filled valence band. The configurations calculated are respectively
s1d9, p5d9 and d9d9 for the final states of NiII, PdII and PtII. The numbers in bold-
face indicate edges for which multiplet effects will be clearly visible. For multiplet
effects to have a significant effect, the value of the Slater-Condon parameters must
be larger than or of the same order of magnitude as the spin-orbit coupling sepa-
rating the two edges. If spin-orbit coupling is very large there still will be an effect
from the Slater-Condon parameters but it will be much less pronounced. For
example, the 2p and 3p edges of the 4d elements have a large spin-orbit splitting
and the multiplet effects are not able to mix states of both sub-edges. However, the
effect of the Slater-Condon parameters will still be visible [15,16]. If a multiplet
effect will actually be visible in X-ray absorption further depends on the respective
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lifetime broadenings. Another clear conclusion is that all shallow core levels are
strongly affected and the deeper core levels are less affected.

Table 1 - The number in the first line for each element indicates the values of the
maximum core valence Slater-Condon parameter for the final states. The second
line gives the spin-orbit coupling for each core level of NiII, PdII and PtII. The valence
electrons are the 3d states for nickel, 4d d for palladium and 5d for platinum. The
largest Slater integral is given in the first line and the core level spin-orbit coupling
in the second line. Boldface values indicate clearly visible multiplet effects.

1s 2s 2p 3s 3p 3d 4s 4p 4d 5s 5p

‚eeÚ
‚LSÚ

<0.1 5

–

8

17

13

–

17

2

28 NiII

c3d 9

‚eeÚ
‚LSÚ

<0.1 2

–

2

160

1

–

7

27
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5

9

–

13

5

46 PdII

c4d 9

‚eeÚ
‚LSÚ

<0.1 2

–

3

1710

1

–

5

380

5

90

3

–

10

90

10

17

14

–

19

12

78 PtII

c5d 9

The situation for the 3d metals is clear: no visible multiplet effects for the 1s core
level (K edge) and a significant influence on all other edges. In case of the 4d
metals, the 3d, 4s, 4p edges show significant multiplet effects. The most commonly
studied Pd edges are however the 1s and 2p edges that are not (1s) and only a little
(2p) affected. The rare earth systems show large multiplet effects for the 3d, 4s, 4p
and 4d core levels, hence all VUV and soft X-ray edges. The often-studied 2p core
level is much less affected.

Figure 5 shows the comparison of all edges for NiII with atomic multiplet effects
included. A cubic crystal field of 1.0 eV splits the 3d states (see section 3). The top
three spectra are respectively the 1s, 2s and 3s X-ray absorption spectrum
calculated as the transition from 1s23d84p0 to 1s13d84p1. The lifetime broadening
has been set to 0.2 eV half-width at half-maximum. Its value is larger in reality.
One observes one peak for the 1s spectrum and two peaks for the 2s and 3s spectra.
The reason for the two peaks is the 2s3d and 3s3d exchange interactions, which are
directly related to the Slater-Condon parameters of respectively 5 and 13 eV. The
splittings between the parallel and anti-parallel states are respectively ≤2.5 and
≤6.5 eV, i.e. approximately half the respective Slater-Condon parameter. The
experimental 1s X-ray absorption spectrum of NiO looks completely different than
this single peak, showing essentially an edge jump and transitions from the 1s core
state to all empty states of p character. The complete spectral shape of K edgeK

X-ray absorption is therefore better described with a multiple scattering formalism.
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This single peak reflects just the first white line or leading edge of the spectrum.
The 2s and 3s X-ray absorption spectra are not often measured. The 2s spectrum is
very broad and therefore adds little information. The 3s X-ray absorption spectrum
is also not very popular. Instead the 3s13dn final states do play an important role in
spectroscopies like 3s XPS, 2p3s resonant X-ray emission, and 2p3s3s resonant
Auger [17]r , as does the charge transfer effect that is discussed in section 4.
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Figure 5 - Calculated X-ray absorption spectra for NiII. The respective binding
energies are 8333, 1008, 870, 110 and 68 eV for the first peak of the 1s, 2s, 2p,
3s and 3p3  edges.

The spectra at the bottom in figure 5 are the 2p (dashed) and 3p (solid) X-ray
absorption spectral shapes. These are essentially the well-known 2p and 3p spectra
of NiO and other divalent nickel compounds. The 2p53d9 and 3p53d9 final states
contain one p hole and one 3d hole that interact very strongly. This gives rise to a
multitude of final states. Because the lifetime broadening for 2p states is relatively
low, these spectral shapes can actually be observed in experiment. This gives 2p
X-ray absorption, and to a lesser extend 3p X-ray absorption, their great potential
for the determination of the local electronic structure. In section 5, it will be shown
that the magnetic circular dichroism adds the ability to determine the local
magnetic moment.

A successful method to analyze these transitions is based on a ligand-field multiplet
model. For its description we start with an atomic model, where only the interactions
within the absorbing atom are considered, without influence from the surrounding
atoms. Solid state effects are then introduced as a perturbation. This can be
justified if the intra-atomic interactions are larger than the ones between the atoms.
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2.1. ATOMIC MULTIPLETS

In order to show how spectra in strongly correlated electron systems are calculated,
we start with the example of a free atom, where there is no influence from the
environment. The Schrödinger equation contains the kinetic energy of the

N electronsN p

m

i
2

2N
Ê

Á
È
ËË
ÈÈ

˜
˘
¯̄
˘̆
¯̄ , the electrostatic interaction of the N electrons with the nucleusN

of charge +Z -Ê
Á
È
ËË
ÈÈ

˜
˘
¯̄
˘̆
¯̄Z

N

e

ri

2
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e

rij
=

Á

È
ËËË
ÈÈ

˜

˘
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¯
˘̆
¯̄Ê

2

pairs
and the spin-

orbit coupling of each electron H
N
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È
ËË
ÈÈ

˜
˘
¯̄
˘̆
¯̄Êz ( )iriiri l sÿi il sl ÿ . The total Hamiltonian for a

free atom, HATOMH , is thus given by 

H i i
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= Ê Ê Ê ÊÊ + + ++
p eZ-

ÊÊ
Z

+
r

e

rm ijjirr rr
i

2 2 2ZZ
2 pairs

z( )rir l si ÿi {14}

The kinetic energy and the interaction with the nucleus are the same for all
electrons in a given atomic configuration. They define the average energy of the
configuration (HavHH ). The electron-electron repulsion and the spin-orbit coupling
define the relative energy of the different terms within this configuration 1. The
main difficulty when solving the Schrödinger equation is that HeeHH is too large to be
treated as a perturbation. A solution to this problem is given by the central field
approximation, in which the spherical average of the electron-electron interaction
is separated from the non-spherical part. The spherical average ‚ HeeHH Ú is added to
HavHH to form the average energy of a configuration. In the modified electron-electron
Hamiltonian H'ee , the spherical average has been subtracted.

H H Hee ee eeH HH
i i

e

ri

e

ri

'
j ji iii

=H HH eeH H Ê Êe -
2 2e

pairs
{15}

The two interactions H'ee and HlsH determine therefore the energies of the different
terms within the atomic configuration.

2.1.1. TERM SYMBOLSTT

The terms of a configuration are indicated with their orbital moment L, spin
moment S and total moment J, with |JJ L – S | £ J £ L + S. In the absence of spin-orbit

1. A configuration is the assignment of a given number of electrons to a certain set of orbitals, for
example 3d2 or 2p22 5 3d7 (completed filled or empty orbitals are not mentioned). A term is an
energy level of a system. Each configuration, in general, gives rise to a number of energy levels
and thus a number of terms.
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coupling, all terms with the same L and S have the same energy, giving an energy
level which is (2L + 1)(2S + 1)-fold degenerate 2. When spin-orbit coupling is
important, the terms are split in energy according to their J value with a degeneracyJ
of 2J  + 1. A term is designed with a so-called term symbolJ 2S+1SS XJX , whereJJ

X corresponds to a letter according to the value of L. X =X S, P, D, F… for L = 0, 1,
2, 3… The quantity 2S + 1 is called the spin multiplicity of the term, and the termsS

are called singlet, doublet, triplet, quartet, etc. according to S = 0, 1/2, 1, 3/2…S

A single 1s electron has an orbital moment L = 0, a spin moment S = 1/2 and a totalS

moment J = 1/2. There is only one term, with term symbolJ 2S1/2. For one p electron,
L = 1, S = 1/2, and S J can be 1/2 or 3/2, corresponding to term symbols 2P1/2 and
2P3/2. In the case of a transition metal ion, the important configuration for the initial
state of the absorption process is 3dn. In the final state with a 3s or a 3p core-hole,
the configurations are 3s13dn+1 and 3p53dn+1. The main quantum number has no
influence on the coupling scheme, so the same term symbols can be found for 4d
and 5d systems, or for 2p and 3p core-holes.

In the case of a 2p2 configuration, the first electron has six quantum states
available, the second electron only five. This is due to the Pauli exclusion principle
that forbids two electrons to have the same quantum numbers n, MLMM and MSMM .
Because the sequence of the two electrons is not important, one divides the number
of combinations by two and obtains fifteen possible combinations. These fifteen
combinations are indicated in table 2.

Table 2 - The fifteen combinations of states for electrons
a withΩmla , msa Ú and b withΩmlb , msb Ú of a 2p2 configuration.

Ωmla , msa Ú Ωmlb , msb Ú ΩML , MS Ú Ωmla , msa Ú Ωmlb , msb Ú ΩML , MS Ú

Ω1 , + Ú Ω1 , - Ú Ω2 , 0 Ú Ω1 , - Ú Ω–1 , - Ú Ω0 , –1 Ú

Ω1 , + Ú Ω0 , + Ú Ω1 , 1 Ú Ω0 , + Ú Ω0 , - Ú Ω0 , 0 Ú

Ω1 , + Ú Ω0 , - Ú Ω1 , 0 Ú Ω0 , + Ú Ω–1 , + Ú Ω–1 , 1 Ú

Ω1 , + Ú Ω–1 , + Ú Ω0 , 1 Ú Ω0 , + Ú Ω–1 , - Ú Ω–1 , 0 Ú

Ω1 , + Ú Ω–1 , - Ú Ω0 , 0 Ú Ω0 , - Ú Ω–1 , + Ú Ω–1 , 0 Ú

Ω1 , - Ú Ω0 , + Ú Ω1 , 0 Ú Ω0 , - Ú Ω–1 , - Ú Ω–1 , –1 Ú

Ω1 , - Ú Ω0 , - Ú Ω1 , –1 Ú Ω-1 , + Ú Ω–1 , - Ú Ω–2 , 0 Ú

Ω1 , - Ú Ω–1 , + Ú Ω0 , 0 Ú

2. The eigenvalues MLM  (MSM ) of the operator Lz (SzS ), related to the z-component of the orbital (spin)
momentum, can take the values – L £ MLM £ L (– S £ MSMM £ S).SS
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The presence of | 2,0 Ú and | –2,0 Ú states implies that there must be a 1D term. This
term contains five states with MSMM  = 0 andS MLMM  = –2, –1, 0, 1, 2, as indicated with D

in table 3. In addition, there is a 3P term, with nine states (P P(( ). One state is left, with
MSMM  =S MLMM  = 0, giving a 1S term (S S). The 2p2 configuration contains therefore the
terms 3P, 1D and 1S . It can be checked that total degeneracy adds up to fifteen.
Note also that the term symbols of a 2p2 configuration form a sub-set of the term
symbols of the 2p3p configuration, which do not have to obey the Pauli principle.
Including spin-orbit coupling, we have the terms 1D2, 1S0SS and 3P210P , a short-hand
notation of 3P2P  plus 3P1 plus 3P0.

Table 3 - A schematic diagram of the fifteen total symmetry states of a 2p2

configuration into the three irreducible representations 1D, 3P and P 1S.

MS = 1S MS = 0S MS = –1S

ML = 2 – D –

ML = 1 P D P P

ML = 0 P D P S P

ML = –1 P D P P

ML = –2 – D –

A 3d1 configuration has term symbols 2D5/2 and 2D3/2 with, respectively, six
(2 µ 5/2 + 1) and four (2 µ 3/2 + 1) states. The LS term symbols for a 3S d14d1

configuration can be found by "multiplying" the term symbols for the configu-
rations 3d1 and 4d1. This multiplication consists of separately summing L and S of
both terms. Multiplication of terms A and B is written as A ≈ B. Since both L and S
are vectors, the resulting terms have possible values of | LAL – LB | £ L £ LAL + LB and
| SAS  – SBSS | £ S £ SAS  + SBS . For 2D ≈ 2D, this gives L = 0, 1, 2, 3 or 4 and S = 0 or 1.S
The ten LS term symbols of the 3S d14d1 configuration are given in table 4, together
with their degeneracy and possible J values. The total degeneracy of the 3J d14d1

configuration is 100. In the presence of spin-orbit coupling, a total of eighteen term
symbols is found.

Table 4 - Possible term LS term symbols for a 3d 1d 4d 1d configuration, with their
degeneracy and possible J values. The sub-set of J LS term symbols for a 3d 2d
configuration is given in boldface.

3d 14d 1 1S 1P 1D 1F 1G 3S 3P 3D 3F 3G S

Degree 1 3 5 7 9 3 9 15 21   27 { 100
45

J valuesJ 0 1 2 3 4 1 0,1,2 1,2,3 2,3,4 3,4,5
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A 3d2 configuration does not have the same degeneracy as the 3d14d1 configuration,
due to the Pauli exclusion principle. In total there are 10 µ 9/2 = 45 possible states.
Following the same procedure as for the 2p2 configuration, one can write out all
45 combinations of a 3d2 configuration and sort them by their MLMM and MSMM quantum
numbers. Analysis of the combinations of the allowed MLMM and MSMM quantum
numbers yields the term symbols 1G, 3F,FF 1D, 3P and 1S. This is a sub-set of the
term symbols of a 3d14d1 configuration. The term symbols can be divided into
their J quantum numbers asJ 3F2FF , 3F3FF , 3F4FF , 3P0, 3P1, 3P2P , 1G4GG , 1D2 and 1S0SS as also
indicated in table 4.

In the case of a 3d3 configuration a similar approach shows that the possible spin
states are doublet and quartet. The quartet states have all spins parallel and the
Pauli exclusion principle implies that there are two quartet term symbols,
respectively 4y F and 4P. The doublet states have two electrons parallel and for these
two electrons the Pauli principle yields the combinations identical to the triplet
states of the 3d2 configuration. To these two parallel electrons a third electron is
added anti-parallel, where this third electron can have any value of its orbital
quantum number ml. Writing out all combinations and separating them into the
total orbital moments MLMM gives the doublet term symbols 2H,HH 2G, 2F,FF  2D2 , another
2D and 2P. By adding the degeneracies, it can be checked that a 3d3 configuration
has 120 different states, i.e. 10 µ 9/2 µ 8/3. The general formula to determine the
degeneracy of a 3dn configuration is 

10 10
n

Á

È
ËËËÈÈ
ËË

˜

˘
¯̄̄̄
¯
˘̆
¯̄ =

!
( )! !10 n n-

{16}

We can show that the term symbols of a configuration 3dn do also exist in a
configuration 3dn+2, for n + 2 £ 5. Thus the term symbols of 3d4 contain all term
symbols of 3d2, which contains the 1S term symbol of 3d0. Similarly the term
symbols of 3d5 contain all term symbols of 3d3, which contains the 2D term
symbol of 3d1. In addition there is a symmetry equivalence of holes and electrons,
hence 3d3 and 3d7 have exactly the same term symbols.

The 2p X-ray absorption edge (2p ö 3d transition) is often studied for the 3d
transition metal series, and it provides a wealth of information. Crucial for its
understanding are the configurations of the 2p53dn final states. The term symbols
of the 2p53dn states are found by multiplying the configurations of 3dn with a 2P
term symbol. The total degeneracy of a 2p53dn state is given as six times the value
of equation 16. For example, a 2p53d5 configuration has 1512 possible states.
Analysis shows that these 1512 states are divided into 205 term symbols, implying
in principle 205 possible final states. If all these final states have finite intensity
depends on the selection rules.
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2.1.2. MATRIX ELEMENTSMM

Above we have found the number of states of a certain 3dn configuration and their
term symbols. The next task is to find the relative energies of the different terms,
calculating the matrix elements of these states with the Hamiltonian HATOMH . As
discussed in section 2.1, HATOMH consists of the effective electron-electron
interaction H’ee and the spin-orbit coupling HlsHH (cf. eq. {14}). The electron-electron
interaction commutes 3 with L2, S2SS , Lz and SzS , which implies that all its off-
diagonal elements are zero. The general formulation of the matrix elements of two-
electron wave functions is given as 

2 1
2
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2 1S
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J f F G21 = Ê Êf Ff FL L2 1
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{17}

F�iF (f(( iff ) and G i(g(( i) are the Slater-Condon parameters for the radial (angular) part of
the direct Coulomb repulsion and the Coulomb exchange interaction, respectively.
fiff and gi are non-zero only for certain values of i, depending on the configuration. It
is found that the exchange interaction gi is present only for electrons in different
shells. f0ff is always present and the maximum value for i equals two times the
lowest value of l. For gi, i is even if l1 + l2 is even, and i is odd if l1 + l2 is odd.
The maximum value of i equals l1 + l2 [18].

A simple example is a 1s2s configuration consisting of 1S and 3S term symbols.
The value of both f0ff and g0 is 1, and the respective energies are given by 

1
2
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This result can be stated as the singlet and the triplet state are split by the exchange

interaction. This energy difference is 2G0(1s2s). An analogous result is found for a
1s2p state for which the singlet and triplet states are split by (2/3)G0(1s2p). The 2/3
prefactor is determined by the degeneracy of the 2p state.

For a 3d2 configuration, the electrons come from the same shell hence there are
no exchange interactions. There are five term symbols 1S, 3P, 1D, 3F and 1G.
Their energies are given in table 5. f0ff is equal to the number of permutations

3. Two operators A and B are said to commute if they have common eigenfunctions, i.e. the
eigenfunctions of A are eigenfunctions of B, and vice versa.
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[N (N((  – 1)/2] of N n electrons, i.e. equal to 1.0 for two electron configurations. The
Slater-Condon parameters F 2F and F  4 have approximately a constant ratio:
F 4F  = 0.62 F 2F . The last column in table 5 gives the approximate energies of the five
term symbols.

Table 5 - The relative energies of the term symbols for a 3d 2d  configuration.

Energy Relative Energy Relative Energy

1S F 0F  + 2/7 F 2F + 2/7 F 4F 0.46 F 2F 4.6 eV
3P F 0F  + 3/21 F 2F – 4/21 F 4F 0.02 F 2F 0.2 eV
1D F 0F  – 3/49 F 2F + 4/49 F 4F – 0.01 F 2F – 0.1 eV
3F F 0F  – 8/49 F 2F – 1/49 F 4F – 0.18 F 2F – 1.8 eV
1G F 0F  + 4/49 F 2F + 1/441 F 4F 0.08 F 2F 0.8 eV

In case of the 3d transition metal ions, F 2F is approximately equal to 10 eV. This
gives for the five term symbols the energies as in table 5. The 3F term symbol hasF
lowest energy and is the ground state of a 3d2 system. This is in agreement with
Hund's rules, which will be discussed in the next section. The three states 1D, 3P
and 1G are close in energy some 1.7 to 2.5 eV above the ground state. The 1S state
has a high energy of 6.4 eV above the ground state, the reason being that two
electrons in the same orbit strongly repel each other.

Table 6 gives three related notations that are used to indicate the radial integrals.
The Slater-Condon parameters FkFF , the normalized Slater-Condon parameters F k

and the Racah parameters A, B and C. The bottom half of table 6 uses the
relationship between F 2F and F 4F and it further uses a typical F 2F value of 10 eV and
a F 0F  value of 8 eV.

Table 6 - A comparison of the Slater-Condon parameters F kF ,
with the normalized Slater-Condon parameters FkFF and the Racah parameters.k

Slater-Condon Normalized Racah

F 0F F0FF = F 0F A = F0FF – 49 F4FF

F 2F F2FF = F 2F /49 B = F2FF – 5 F4FF

F 4F F4FF = F 4F /441 C = 35 F4FF

F 0F  = 8.0 F0FF = 8.0 A = 7.3

F 2F  = 10.0 F2FF = 0.41 B = 0.13

F 4F  = 6.2 F4FF = 0.014 C = 0.49
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For three and more electrons the situation is considerably more complex. It is not
straightforward to write down an anti-symmetrized three-electron wave function. It
can be shown that the three-electron wave function can be built from two-electron
wave functions with the use of the so-called coefficients of fractional parentage [5].

2.2. ATOMIC MULTIPLET GROUND STATES OF 3dn SYSTEMS

Based on experimental information Hund formulated three rules to determine the
ground state of a 3dn configuration. The three Hund's rules are: 
® term symbols with maximum spin S are lowest in energy,S

® among these terms, the one with the maximum orbital moment L is lowest,
® in the presence of spin-orbit coupling, the lowest term has J = |J L – S | if the shell

is less than half full and J = L + S if the shell is more than half full.S

A configuration has the lowest energy if the electrons are as far apart as possible.
The first Hund's rule "maximum spin" can be understood from the Pauli
principle: electrons with parallel spins must be in different orbitals, which on
overall implies larger separations, hence lower energies. This is for example
evident for a 3d5 configuration, where the 6S state has its five electrons divided
over the five spin-up orbitals, which minimizes their repulsion. In case of 3d2, the
first Hund's rule implies that either the 3P or the 3F term symbol must have lowestF

energy. From the previous section one finds that the 3F term symbol is lower thanF
the 3P term symbol, because the P 3F wave function tends to minimize electron
repulsion. The effects of spin-orbit coupling are well known in the case of core
states. A 2p core state has 2P3/2 and 2P1/2 terms, where 2P3/2 has the lowest energy.
In the 2p XAS or XPS spectrum of nickel, the 2P3/2 peak is positioned at
approximately 850 eV and the 2P1/2 at about 880 eV. Note that the state with the
lowest binding energy is related to the lowest energy of the final state
configuration. This is in agreement with Hund's third rule: the configuration is 2p5,
so more than half full, implying that highest J value has lowest energy. The thirdJ
rule implies that the ground state of a 3d8 configuration is 3F4FF , while it is 3F2FF in
case of a 3d2 configuration.

2.3. j - j COUPLINGj

The splitting scheme that we have used above is known as the Russell-Saunders
(RS) coupling scheme: the spins and orbital moments of the individual electrons
are coupled to give the total S and L of the configuration, the spin-orbit coupling
splits the resulting terms according to their J value. The RS-coupling scheme isJ
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valid when the perturbation due to spin-orbit coupling is small compared to the one
due to electronic repulsions. This holds for most lighter elements, for which the
spin-orbit coupling is small, like the 3d transition metals. For heavy elements, spin-
orbit coupling becomes more important while electron repulsion starts to decrease
(the radial extent of the orbitals becomes larger and the electrons are thus farther
apart). This can lead to a breakdown of the RS-coupling scheme.

When the spin-orbit coupling is much larger than the electron repulsions, the
orbital moment lt and spin moment s of each electron have to be coupled to give the
total moment j, and the j values of all the electrons are coupled to give the total J.JJ
A configuration is first split into levels according to their j value and the electron
repulsions are then treated as a perturbation on these spin-orbit coupling levels.
This approach is known as the j · j coupling scheme, and is the direct reverse of the
Russell-Saunders scheme. Many heavier elements, like the rare earths, do not
conform to either of the two limiting cases, and an intermediate coupling scheme
has to be applied. This is also the case for the final state after 2p absorption in 3d
transitions metals, since the spin-orbit coupling is strong for the 2p hole.

2.4. X-RAY ABSORPTION SPECTRA-
DESCRIBED WITH ATOMIC MULTIPLETS

2.4.1. TRANSITION METAL TT LII-III EDGEI

In closed shell systems, the X-ray absorption process excites a 2p core electron into
the empty 3d shell and the transition can be described as 2p63d0 ö 2p53d1. The
ground state has 1S0SS symmetry and we find that the term symbols of the final state
are 1P1, 1D2, 1F3FF , 3P012, 3D123 and 3F234FF . The energies of the final states are
affected by the 2p3d Slater-Condon parameters, the 2p spin-orbit coupling and the
3d spin-orbit coupling. The X-ray absorption transition matrix elements to be
calculated are 

I XAS ∂ ‚ ÿ Ú0 5 1 2Úpÿÿÿÿq| |ÿÿq {20}

The associated term symbols are 
I XASI ∂ ‚ Ú[ ] |[ ] |[ ]S P PDFS P1 1PP 1 3 2ÚPDF {21}

Table 7 contains the result of an atomic multiplet calculation for TiTT IV (3d0) using
the atomic parameters. The twelve states are built from the twelve term symbols
according to the matrix given. The irreducible representations, i.e. the states with
the same J value block out in the calculation. TheJ 3P0 state has the lowest energy.
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This state has zero intensity in an X-ray absorption process (because of the
selection rule | J – 1| J £ J¢ £JJ J + 1), but it is possible that another state decays to this
3P0 state via Coster-Kronig Auger decay.

Table 7 - The relative energies of an atomic multiplet calculation for TiIV.
The J = 1 states (which have finite intensity) are given in boldface.J

3P0PP 3P1PP 3D1DD 1P1PP 3P2PP 3D2DD 3F2FF 1D2DD 3D3DD 3F3FF 1F3FF 3F4FF

–3.281 1.0

–2.954 –0.94 0.30 0.08

0.213 –0.19 –0.77 0.60

5.594 0.24 0.55 0.79

–2.381 0.81 –0.46 0.01 0.34

–1.597 –0.03 –0.50 0.56 –0.65

3.451 0.04 –0.30 –0.82 –0.47

3.643 –0.57 –0.65 –0.06 0.48

–2.198 –0.21 0.77 0.59

–1.369 0.81 –0.19 0.54

3.777 –0.53 –0.60 0.59

–2.481 1.0

The symmetry of the dipole transition is given as 1P1, according to the dipole
selection rules, which state that DJ = +1, 0, –1 but notJ J¢JJ  = J = 0. WithinJ LS
coupling also DS = 0 and S DL = 1. The dipole selection rules reduce the number of
final states that can be reached from the ground state. The J value in the groundJ
state is zero, so the J value in the final state must be one, and only the three termJ

symbols 1P1, 3P1 and 3D1 can obtain finite intensity. They are indicated in table 7
in boldface. The problem of calculating the 2p absorption spectrum is effectively
reduced to solving the three by three energy matrix of the final states with J = 1. AsJ
discussed above the atomic energy matrix consists of terms related to the two-
electron Slater integrals (H(( ELECTROHH  = H'ee) and the spin-orbit couplings of the 2p
(HLSH -3d) and the 3d electrons (H(( LSHH -3d). To show the individual effects of these
interactions they will be introduced one by one. A series of five calculations will be
shown, in which respectively:
a - H = 0: All final state interactions are set to zero.H
b - H = H HLSHH -2p: Only the 2p spin-orbit coupling is included.
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c - H =H HELECTROHH : Only the Slater-Condon parameters are included.
d - H =H HELECTROHH  + HLSHH -2p

e - H =H HELECTROHH  + HLSHH -2p + HLSHH -3d: The 3d spin-orbit coupling is added.

a - We start by setting all final state interactions to zero. The results of the 2p X-ray
absorption spectrum will be given with two 3 µ 3 matrices. The energy levels are
given below. They are labelled from top to bottom "3P", "3D" and "1P" states,
indicating the approximate term symbol related to the state. The original term
symbols 3P, 3D and 1P are given in respectively the first row, second row and
bottom row of the eigenvector matrix. The intensity of the states is indicated on
the right. With all interactions zero, the complete energy matrix is zero. The
states all are the pure LSJ states and because of the dipole selection rules allJ
intensity goes to the 1P1 state.

Table 8 - The energy matrix and eigenvectors of the 3 µ 3 matrices of the
2p5p 3d 1d  final states with J = 1. The bottom half of the table gives the resultingJ

energies and intensities. All final state interactions are set to zero.

Energy Matrix

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

Eigenvectors

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

Energy Levels Intensities

0.00 3P 0.00

0.00 3D 0.00

0.00 1P 1.00

b - Inclusion of the 2p spin-orbit coupling HLSHH -2p of zpzz = 3.776 eV creates
non-diagonal elements in the energy matrix. In other words the LS character ofS
the individual states is mixed. In case only 2p spin-orbit coupling is included the
result is rather simple, with the triplet states at –1/2 zpzz and the singlet state
at + zpzz . The eigenvector matrix shows that the three states are mixtures of the
three pure states, i.e. the first state is in fact: "3P" = 0.5 3P1 – 0.866 3D1. The
intensities of the three states are directly given by the square of percentage of
1P1 character. This gives the familiar result that the triplet states, or 2p3/2 states,
have twice the intensity of the singlet, or 2p1/2, states. This has been indicated
also in figure 6.
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Table 9 - The energy matrix and eigenvectors of the 3 µ 3 matrices of the
2p 5p 3d 1d  final states with J = 1, after inclusion of the 2J p spin-orbit coupling.p

Energy Matrix

0.944 1.635 2.312
1.635 0.944 1.335
2.312 1.335 0.000

Eigenvectors

0.5 0.5 0.707
0.866 0.288 0.408
0.0 0.816 0.577

0 50 5
-0 866 0 2880 288

Energy Levels Intensities

–1.888 3P 0.00

–1.888 3D 0.666

+3.776 1P 0.333
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Figure 6 - The effects of the Slater-Condon parameters and the spin-orbit
coupling on the atomic multiplet spectrum of a 3d0 system: (a) no interactions,
(b) only 2p spin-orbit, (c) only Slater-Condon, (d) both Slater-Condon and 2p
spin-orbit (solid). The dashed line includes the 3d spin-orbit coupling.

c - The Slater-Condon parameters F 2F , G1 and G 3 are respectively 5.042 eV,
3.702 eV and 2.106 eV. Keeping the 2p spin-orbit coupling zero, this gives the
three states at respectively –1.345, 0.671 and 3.591 eV. Only the 1P1 state has a
finite intensity and its energy is shifted to an energy of 3.591 eV above the
centre of gravity as indicated in figure 6. The two other states have zero
intensity. It can be seen that the pd Slater-Condon parameters are diagonal in
the LS terms, hence the three states are pure in character.S
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Table 10 - The energy matrix and eigenvectors of the 3- µ 3 matrices of the 2p53d 1d
final states with J = 1, after inclusion of the 2J p3pp d Slater-Condon parameters.d

Energy Matrix

-1.345 0 0
0 0.671 0
0 0 3.591

Eigenvectors

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

Energy Levels Intensities

–1.345 3P 0.00

+0.671 3D 0.00

+3.591 1P 1.00

d - In part (b) we have seen that the non-diagonal terms of the 2p spin-orbit
coupling make that all three states are mixtures of the individual term symbols.
2p spin-orbit coupling further creates the 2:1 intensity ratio, thereby shifting
most of the 1P character to lower energy. In part (c) it was found that the
Slater-Condon parameters shift the 1P state to higher energy and that the triplet
states have a considerably lower energy. If one includes both the 2p spin-orbit
coupling and the pd Slater-Condon parameters, the result will depend on their
relative values. In case of the 2p core-hole of TiI V, the Slater-Condon
parameters are relatively large and most intensity goes to the 2p2 1/2 state. The
triplet states are separated by 3 eV and the lowest "3P" energy state is extremely
weak, gaining less than 1% of the total intensity. Figure 6d shows the typical
spectral shape with three peaks. In the next section we compare four similar
spectra with different ratios of Slater-Condon parameters and core-hole spin-
orbit couplings to show the variations in their spectral shapes.

Table 11 - The energy matrix and eigenvectors of the 3 µ 3 matrices of the
2p 5p 3d 1d final states with J = 1, after inclusion of the 2p3d Slater-Condon
parameters and the 2d p spin-orbit coupling.p

Energy Matrix

1.615 1.635 2.312
1.635 2.289 1.335
2.312 1.335 3.591

Eigenvectors

0.297 0.776 0.557
0.951 0.185 0.248

0.089 0.603 0.792
-0 951

Energy Levels Intensities

–2.925 3P 0.008

+0.207 3D 0.364

+5.634 1P 0.628
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e - In figure 6d we also show (dashed line) the calculation including the 3d spin-
orbit coupling. Because it is only 32 meV, its influence on the spectral shape is
negligible in the present case. The energy position of the "1P" state shifts by
40 meV and its intensity drops by 0.4% of the total intensity. The effects on the
intensities and energies of the other two peaks is even smaller. It is noted that
the 3d spin-orbit coupling can have very significant effects on the spectral shape
of 3d compounds if the 3d shell is partly filled in the ground state.

We now compare a series of X-ray absorption spectra of tetravalent titanium 2p
and 3p edges and the trivalent lanthanum 3d and 4d edges. The ground states of
TiIV and LaIII are respectively 3d 0 and 4f4  0f and they share a 1S ground state. The
transitions at the four edges are respectively 

TiIV LII-III edge: 3d0 ö 2p53d1

TiIV MII-IIIMM  edge: 3d0 ö 3p53d1

LaIII MIV-VMM  edge: 4f4 0ff ö 3d94f4 1ff

LaIII NIV-VNN  edge: 4f4 0ff ö 4d94f4 1ff

These four calculations are equivalent and all spectra consist of three peaks with
J = 1. What changes are the values of the atomic Slater-Condon parameters andJ
core-hole spin-orbit coupling. They are given in table 12 for the four situations.
The G1 and G3 Slater-Condon parameters have an approximately constant ratio
with respect to the F2FF value. The important factor for the spectral shape is the ratio
of the core spin-orbit coupling and the F 2F value. Finite values of both the core
spin-orbit and the Slater-Condon parameters cause the presence of the pre-peak.

Table 12 - The relative intensities, energy, core-hole spin-orbit coupling and F 2F
Slater-Condon parameters are compared for four different 1S0SS  systems.

Edge Ti 2p Ti 3p La 3d La 4d

Average Energy (eV) 464.00 37.00 841.00 103.00

Core spin-orbit (eV) 3.78 0.43 6.80 1.12

F 2F  Slater-Condon (eV) 5.04 8.91 5.65 10.45

Intensities

Pre-peak 0.01 10–4 0.01 10–3

p3/2pp  or d5/2dd 0.72 10–3 0.80 0.01

p1/2 or d3/2dd 1.26 1.99 1.19 1.99
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It can be seen in table 12 that the 3p and 4d spectra have small core spin-orbit
couplings, implying small p3/2 (d5/2) edges and extremely small pre-peak
intensities. The deeper 2p and 3d core levels have larger core spin-orbit splitting
with the result of a p3/2 (d5/2) edge of almost the same intensity as the p1/2 (d3/2)
edge and a larger pre-peak. Note that none of these systems comes close to the
single-particle result of a 2:1 ratio of the p edges or the 3:2 ratio of the d edges.
Figure 7 shows the X-ray absorption spectral shapes. They are given on a
logarithmic scale to make the pre-edges visible.
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Figure 7 - The LaIII 4d and 3d plus TiIV 3p and 2p X-ray absorption spectra as
calculated for isolated ions. The intensity is given on a logarithmic scale to make the
pre-edge peaks visible. The intensities of titanium have been multiplied by 1000.

In table 13 the term symbols of all 3dn systems are given. Together with the dipole
selection rules this sets immediately strong limits to the number of final states
which can be reached, similar to the case of a 3d0 ground state. Consider for
example the 3d3 ö 2p53d4 transition: the 3d3 ground state has J = 3/2 and thereJ

are respectively 21, 35 and 39 states of 2p53d4 with J' = 1/2,' J' = 3/2 and' J' = 5/2.'
This implies a total of 95 allowed peaks out of the 180 final state term symbols.
From table 13 some special cases can be discriminated: a 3d9 system makes a
transition to a 2p53d10 configuration, which has only two term symbols, out of
which only the term symbol with J' = 3/2 is allowed. In other words, the' LII edge
has zero intensity. 3d0 and 3d8 systems have only three respectively four peaks,
because of the limited amount of states for the 2p53d1 and 2p53d9 configurations.
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Table 13 - The 2p X-ray absorption transitions from the atomic ground statep
to all allowed final state symmetries, after applying the dipole selection rule:

DJ = –1, 0 or +1.J

Transition Ground Transitions Term Symbols

3d 0d ö 2p 5p 3d 1 1S0SS 3 12

3d 1d ö 2p 5p 3d 2 2D3/2D 29 45

3d 2d ö 2p 5p 3d 3 3F2FF 68 110

3d 3d ö 2p 5p 3d 4 4F3/2FF 95 180

3d 4d ö 2p 5p 3d 5 5D0DD 32 205

3d 5d ö 2p 5p 3d 6 6S5/2S 110 180

3d 6d ö 2p 5p 3d 7 5D2DD 68 110

3d 7d ö 2p 5p 3d 8 4F9/2FF 16 45

3d 8d ö 2p 5p 3d 9 3F4FF 4 12

3d 9d ö 2p 5p 3d 10 2d D5/2D 1 2

Atomic multiplet theory is able to accurately describe the 3d and 4d X-ray
absorption spectra of the rare earths. In case of the 3d metal ions, atomic multiplet
theory cannot simulate the X-ray absorption spectra accurately because the effects
of the neighbours on the 3d states are too large. It turns out that it is necessary to
include both the symmetry effects and the configuration-interaction effects of the
neighbours explicitly.

2.4.2. MIV-VMM EDGES OF RARE EARTHSV

The rare earths or Lanthanides are elements of the 6th row, with, in the atomic state,
electronic configuration 4f4 �nf 5d0(1)6s2. In the solid state, in most rare earths one 4f4
electron goes to the valence band and the configuration becomes 4f4 n(5d6s)3. In
calculations, usually the rare earth trivalent ions are considered, without the
outermost (5d and 6s) electrons, which do not influence the absorption spectra. The
4f electrons are very localized and have little interaction with the environment.
They determine the magnetic properties, but do not participate in the chemical
bonding. The X-ray absorption edges implying the 4f4 electrons, like the
MIV-VMM  edges (3d ö 4f4 transitions) or NIV-VNN edges (4d ö 4f4 transitions) can
therefore be described very well within the atomic multiplet theory [19]. The
ground states for the different rare earth ions are again given by Hund's rules, and
are collected in table 14.
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Table 14 - The 4f nf  atomic ground states of the rare earths.

RE Ce Pr Nd Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb Lu

Conf. 4f 1f 4f 2f 4f 3f 4f 5f 4f 6f 4f 7f 4f 8f 4f 9f 4f 10f 4f 11f 4f 12f 4f 13f 4f 14f

Sym. 2F5/2FF 3H4H 4I9/2II 6H5/2H 7F0FF 8S7/2SS 7F6FF 6H15/2
5I8I

4I15/2
3H6HH 2F7/2FF 1S

The absorption process can be written as 4f4 nf ö 3d94f4 nf +1. The number of possible
3d94f4 �nf +1 states can be very large, even though in the absorption spectrum only
those reachable from the Hund's rule ground state satisfying the D J = 0,J ≤1
selection rules will be present. Still, the number of final states that can be reached
increases from 3 in lanthanum to 53 in cerium, to 200 in praseodymium and to
1077 in gadolinium. In the end of the series, where the number of 4f4 holes is
reduced, it decreases again to 4 in thulium and 1 for ytterbium.

The cases of Tm and Yb involve only configurations with a maximum of
respectively one and two holes and can be readily calculated. They will be
discussed in detail. The initial state for YbIII, with thirteen 4f4 electrons has L = 3
and S = 1/2. Two S J values are possibleJ J = 7/2 andJ J = 5/2 of which the first one,J

with term symbol 2F7/2FF , is the ground state according to Hund's third rule. The 2F5/2FF
has an energy difference with the ground state that is given by the 4f4 spin-orbitf

coupling and from atomic calculations one finds an energy difference of 1.3 eV.
The final state, after 3d (or 4d) absorption, is given by 3d94f4 14ff , with term symbols
2D3/2 and 2D5/2. The energy difference between these terms, corresponding to the
3d spin-orbit coupling is 49.0 eV. However, in the X-ray absorption spectrum only
the 2D5/2 line (corresponding to the MVMM  edge) is present, since the 2D3/2 term can
not be reached from the 2F3/2FF ground state because of the D J selection rules.
Crystal field effects, however, can mix some 2F5/2FF character into the 2F3/2FF ground
state, as will be discussed in section 3.

For Tm, the transition is from the 4f4 12ff ground state to the 3d94f4 13ff final state. The
Hund's rule ground state is 3H6HH . The 3d94f4 13ff state after absorption has symmetries
that are found after multiplication of a d with a f symmetry state. 2D ≈ 2F implies
that S is 0 or 1 and L is 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5. This gives five singlet terms (1P1, 1D2, 1F3FF ,
1G4GG and 1H5HH ) and fifteen triplet terms (3P0,1,2, 3D1,2,3, 3F2,3,4FF , 3G3,4,5 and 3H4,5,6HH ),
with an overall degeneracy of 10 µ 14 is 140. The 3H6HH ground state has J = 6 andJ

the final state J must be 5, 6 or 7. There are three states with J = 5, respectivelyJ
1H5HH , 3G5 and 3H5HH plus one state with J = 6, i.e. J 3H6HH . This implies that the
MIV-VMM  edges of Tm exist of four transitions. Figure 8 shows the three peaks at the
MVMM  edge.
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Figure 8 - The three peaks of the MVMM  edge
of Tm3+ as a function of the Slater-Condon
parameters. The bottom spectrum uses
atomic Slater-Condon parameters, i.e. 80%
of their Hartree-Fock value. The magnitude
of the Slater-Condon parameters is
respectively 80%, 60%, 40%, 20% and 0%
from bottom to top.

The peak at lowest energy is 3H6HH at 1462.38 eV. This is the only term with J = 6J
and is therefore a pure 3H6HH peak also in j · j and thus in intermediate coupling. The
other peaks all have J = 5, and are mixtures of the three term symbols withJ J = 5 inJ
intermediate coupling. One can determine the exact nature of these three states by
solving a 3 µ 3 matrix. The 3d94f4 13 configuration has an average energy of
1482.67 eV and further contains five Slater-Condon parameters, the 4f4 spin-orbit
coupling and the 3d spin-orbit coupling. The Slater-Condon parameters are
respectively F2FF  = 9.09 eV, F4FF = 4.31 eV, G1 = 6.68 eV, G3 = 3.92 eV and
G5 = 2.71 eV. The 4f4 spin-orbit coupling has a value of 0.37 eV. The main
difference with the initial state is the effect of the large 3d spin-orbit coupling of
18.05 eV that is able to strongly mix all states with equal J. This can be seen inJJ
table 15.

State I has a wave function 0.455Ω3H5HH Ú –0.890Ω3G5 Ú +0.116Ω1H5HH Ú. This state is
thus approximately 80% pure 3G5 character as also discussed by Pompa and
others [20]. The final results of the calculation are the four energies and their
respective intensities. After broadening they are given in figure 8.

The 3d ö 4f4 transitions have been calculated for all the rare earths [21] using
atomic multiplets in intermediate coupling. The electrostatic parameters Fi

f in the
initial state and Fi

f and Fi
fd in the final state, as well as the exchange parameters

Gi
fd in the final state, were calculated using an atomic Hartree-Fock program

developed by Cowan [22]. These values for scaled down to 80% to account for
atomic configuration interaction (CI) effects (see section 4.3).
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Table 15 - The energy matrix and eigenvectors of the 3 µ 3 matrices of the 3d 9d 4f 13f
final states with J = 5, after inclusion of the Slater-Condon parameters and the 3J d
and 4f spin-orbit couplings. The bottom line includes the energy and intensity of the
J = 6 final state.J

Energy Matrix

1484.706 10.607 19.163
10.607 1469.995 10.088
19.163 10.088 1486.965-19 163

Eigenvectors
3

5
3

5
1

5

H
G
H

0.455 0.609 0.649
0.890 0.302 0.341

0.116 0.733 0.680

0 6090 609
-0 890 0 3020 302

Energy Levels Intensities

1464.44 I 4.11

1466.89 II 0.52

1510.33 III 0.23

1462.38 3H6HH 1.16

The resulting line spectra were then broadened by a Lorentzian to account for the
finite lifetime, and an additional Gaussian to reproduce the experimental resolution.
For 3d3/2 transitions, the lineshape is asymmetric due to interactions between the
"discrete" 3d3/2 ö 4f 4 transitions and the transitions from 3d3/2 into the continuum
(6p, 7p, 5f, etc.). This has been taken into account using a Fano lineshape for theff

MIVMM  edge. The results of the calculations are in very good agreement with the
experimental absorption edges.

Some general trends in the spectra are the presence of three distinct groups of lines
in the calculated line spectra, giving rise to three peaks in the absorption edge. This
is visible especially in the MIVMM edge for the lighter rare earths and in the MVMM edge
for the heavier ones. This splitting into three groups is due to the spin-orbit
coupling, which, in intermediate coupling, tends to group lines with the same J

together. Another trend is the MVMM :MIVMM branching ratio that is almost 1:1 for the
beginning of the series, but increases a lot going to the heavier rare earths. The
spin-orbit coupling in the 4f4  levels favours 4f f4 7/2ff holes, which are only reachable
from the 3d5/2 level, as was shown above for Yb.

3. CRYSTAL FIELD THEORYCC

Crystal Field Theory is a well-known model used to explain the electronic
properties of transition metal systems. It has been developed in the fifties and
sixties against the background of explaining optical spectra and EPR data. Books
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on crystal field theory have been written by Ballhausen [23]n , Sugano et al. [24] and
Butler [25]. The starting point of the crystal field model is to approximate the
transition metal as an isolated atom surrounded by a distribution of charges, which
should mimic the system, molecule or solid, around the transition metal. It turned
out that such a simple model was extremely successful to explain a large range of
experiments, like optical spectra, EPR spectra, magnetic moments… [24] .

The most important reason of the success of the crystal field model is that the
explained properties are strongly determined by symmetry considerations. With its
simplicity in concept, the crystal field model could make full use of the results of
group theory. Group theory also made possible a close link to atomic multiplet
theory. Group theoretically speaking, the only thing crystal field theory does is
translate, or branch, the results obtained in atomic symmetry to cubic symmetry
and further to any other lower point groups. The mathematical concepts for these
branching are well developed. In this section we will focus, using group theory, on
the consequences the crystal field effect has on the atomic multiplet states as well
as on the spectral shapes. For a discussion of group theory, the reader is referred to
books like Weissbluth [18], and Butler [25].

3.1. THE CRYSTAL FIELD MULTIPLET TT HAMILTONIANHH

The crystal field multiplet Hamiltonian consists of the atomic Hamiltonian as
outlined in the previous section, to which an electrostatic term is added 

H H HTOM FIELDHCF AHH {22}

H i i
N

ATOM
N N j

= Ê Ê Ê ÊÊ + + ++
p eZ-

ÊÊ
Z

+
r

e

rm ijjirr rr
i

2 2 2ZZ
2 pairs

z( )rir l si ÿi {23}

H FIELD = - e f( )r {24}

The electrostatic term consists of the electronic charge e times a potential f(r) that
describes the surroundings. This potential is written as a series expansion of
spherical harmonics YLMYY

f( ) ( , )y fy
=

¶

Ê Ê
L

L

M L=-0

L
{25}

The electrostatic term due to the crystal field is regarded as a perturbation to the
atomic result. This implies that it is necessary to determine the matrix elements of
f(r) with respect to the atomic 3d orbitals ‚ 3d | f(r) | 3d Ú. One can separate the
matrix elements into a spherical part and a radial part, as was done for the atomic
Hamiltonian in equation {17}. The radial part of the matrix elements yields the
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strength of the crystal field interaction. The spherical part of the matrix element can
be written completely in YLMYY symmetry, where the two 3d electrons are written as
Y2YY m. This gives
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m
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1
2 1+2LM

m p L {26}

The second 3J symbol is zero unless J L is equal to 0, 2 or 4. This limits the crystal
field potential for 3d electrons to 

f( ))
=-

Ê Êr A YrA Y + Ê Ê+r M MrÊ Ar00 00
2

2
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4YMMYY
4

4

MM=-2
{27}

The first term A00Y00YY is a constant. It will only shift the atomic states and it is not
necessary to include this term explicitly if one calculates the spectral shape.

3.2. CUBIC CRYSTAL FIELDS

A large range of systems posses a transition metal ion surrounded by six or eight
neighbours. The six neighbours are positioned on the three Cartesian axes, or in
other words on the six faces of a cube surrounding the transition metal. They form
a so-called octahedral field. The eight neighbours are positioned on the eight
corners of the cube and form a so-called cubic field. Both these systems belong to
the OhO point group. The character table of OhO symmetry is given below. OhO

symmetry is a subgroup of the atomic SO3 group.

The calculation of the X-ray absorption spectral shape in atomic symmetry
involved the calculation of the matrices of the initial state, the final state and the
transition. The initial state is given by the matrix element ‚ 3dn | HATOMH | 3dn Ú, which
for a particular J value in the initial state givesJ SJ ‚ J | 0 | J Ú. The same applies for
the final state matrix element ‚ 2p53dn+1 | HATOMH | 2p53dn+1 Ú, where SJ' ‚ J' | 0 | J' Ú is
calculated for the values of J' that fulfil the selection rule. The dipole matrix
element ‚ 3dn | p | 2p53dn+1 Ú implies the calculation of all matrices that couple J and
J': SJ,J' ‚ J | 1 | J' Ú. To calculate the X-ray absorption spectrum in a cubic crystal
field, these atomic transition matrix elements must be branched to cubic symmetry.
This is essentially the only task to fulfil.

Table 16 gives the branching from SO3 to OhO symmetry. This table can be
determined from group theory [25]y . An S symmetry state in atomic symmetry
branches only to a A1 symmetry state in octahedral symmetry. This is because the
symmetry elements of an s orbital in OhO symmetry are determined by the character
table of A1 symmetry, i.e. whatever symmetry operation one applies an s orbital
remains an s orbital. This is not the case for the other orbitals. For example, a
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p orbital can be described with the characters of the T1TT  symmetry state in OhO
symmetry. A d orbital or a D symmetry state in SO3, branches to E plus T2TT

symmetry states in octahedral symmetry. This can be related to the character
table by adding the characters of E and T2TT symmetry, the properties of d orbitals in
OhO symmetry. This is a well-known result: A 3d electron is separated into t2g and
eg electrons in octahedral symmetry, where the symmetries include the gerade
notation of the complete OhO character table.

Table 16 - Branching rules for the symmetry elements
by going from SO3 symmetry to Oh symmetry.

SO3 Oh (Butler) [25] Oh (Mulliken) [24]

S 0 0 A1

P 1 1 T1TT

D 2 2 + 1̂ E + T2TT

F 3 0̂ + 1 + 1̂ A2 + T1TT + T2TT

G 4 0 + 1 + 2 + 1̂ A1 + E + E T1TT + T2TT

One can make the following observations: The dipole transition operator has
p symmetry and is branched to T1TT symmetry. Having a single symmetry in OhO
symmetry, there will be no dipolar angular dependence in X-ray absorption. The
quadrupole transition operator has d symmetry and is split into two operators in OhO
symmetry, in other words there will be different quadrupole transitions in different
directions. The Hamiltonian is given by the unity representation A1 of the
symmetry under consideration. In OhO symmetry the atomic G symmetry state
branches into the A1 Hamiltonian, which is a confirmation of equation {27} as
given above. We can lower the symmetry from octahedral OhO to tetragonal D4h and
describe again with a branching table . Table 17 gives the branching table from OhO
to D4h symmetry.

Table 17 - Branching rules for the symmetry elements
by going from Oh symmetry to D4h symmetry.

Oh (Butler) [25] Oh (Mulliken) [24] D4D h (Butler) [25] D4D h (Mulliken) [24]

0 A1 0 A1

0̂ A2 2 B1B

1 T1TT 1 + 0̂ E + A2

1̂ T2TT 1 + 2̂ E + B2BB

2 E 0 + 2 A1 + B1B
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An atomic s orbital is branched to D4h symmetry according to the branching series
S ö A1 ö A1. It is still the unity element, and it will always be in all symmetries.
An atomic p orbital is branched according to P ö T1TT ö E +E A2. A twofold
rotation around the z axis inverts a p orbital, etc. Similarly an atomic d orbital is
branched according to D ö E + E T2TT ö A1 + B1 + E +E B2. The dipole transition
operator has p symmetry and hence is branched to E + E A2 symmetry, in other words
the dipole operator is described with two operators in two different directions
implying an angular dependence in the X-ray absorption intensity. The quadrupole
transition operator has d symmetry and is split into four operators in D4h symmetry,
in other words there will be four different quadrupole transitions in different
directions/symmetries. The Hamiltonian is given by the unity representation A1. As
in OhO symmetry, the atomic G symmetry state branches into the Hamiltonian in D4h

symmetry according to the series G ö A1 ö A1. In addition it can be seen that
the E symmetry state of Oh symmetry branches to the A1 state in D4h symmetry.
The E symmetry state in OhO symmetry is found from the D and G atomic states.
This implies that also the series G ö E ö A1 and D ö E ö A1 become part of
the Hamiltonian in D4h symmetry. This is again a confirmation of equation {27},
where we find that the second term A2MY2YY M is part of the Hamiltonian in D4h

symmetry. The three branching series in D4h symmetry are in Butlers notation [25]

given as 4 ö 0 ö 0, 4 ö  2 ö 0 and 2 ö  2 ö 0 and the radial parameters
related to these branches are indicated as X400XX , X420XX , and X220XX . The X400XX term is
important already in Oh symmetry and is closely related to the cubic crystal field
term 10 Dq as will be discussed below.

The definitions of the crystal field parameters

The X400XX , X420XX and X220XX definition of crystal field operators are used in X-ray
absorption, while other definitions like Dq , DsDD and Dt are used in optical
spectroscopy. In order to compare these definitions, we compare their effects on
the set of 3d functions. The most straightforward way to specify the strength of the
crystal field parameters is to calculate the energy separations of the 3d functions. In
OhO symmetry there is only one crystal field parameter X40XX . In tetragonal symmetry
(D(( 4h) the crystal field is given by X400XX , X420XX and X220XX . Table 18 gives the action of
the X400XX , X420XX and X220XX on the 3d orbitals and relates the respective symmetries to
the linear combination of X parameters, the linear combination of the Dq, DsDD and
Dt parameters and the specific 3d orbital(s) of that particular symmetry.
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Table 18 - The energy of the 3d orbitals is expressed in X400XX , X420XX  and X220XX
in the second column and in Dq, Ds and s Dt in the third column.t

G Energy expressed in X terms Energy in X D terms orbitalsD

B1 30 –1/2 X400XX – 42 –1/2 X420XX – 2 µ 70 –1/2 X220XX 6Dq + 2q Ds – 1Dt 3dxd 2–y– 2yy

A1 30 –1/2 X400XX  – 42 –1/2 X420XX – 2 µ 70 –1/2 X220XX 6Dq – 2q Ds - 6Dt 3dzd 2zz

B2 –2/3 ¥ 30–1/2 X400XX  + 4/3 0 ¥ 42–1/2 X420XX – 2 µ 70–1/2 X220XX – 4Dq + 2q Ds – 1Dt 3dxyd

E –2/3 ¥ 30–1/2 X400XX  + 2/3 0 ¥ 42–1/2 X420XX  + 700
–1/2 X220XX – 4Dq – 1q Ds + 4Dt 3dxzd , 3dyzdd

3.3. THE ENERGIES OF THE TT 3dndd  CONFIGURATIONS

Above, we have given in table 5 the energy levels of a 3d8 configuration and in
table 13 the ground states of the 3dn configurations in atomic symmetry. The
crystal field effect modifies these energy levels by the additional terms in the
Hamiltonian as given in equation {22}. We will use the 3d8 configuration as an
example to show the effects of the OhO and D4h symmetry. Assuming for the
moment that the 3d spin-orbit coupling is zero, in OhO symmetry the five term
symbols in spherical symmetry split into eleven term symbols. Their respective
energies can be calculated by adding the effect of the cubic crystal field 10 Dq to
the atomic energies. The diagrams of the respective energies with respect to the
cubic crystal field (normalized to the Racah parameter B) are known as the
Tanabe-Sugano diagrams.

Figure 9 gives the Tanabe-Sugano diagram for the 3d8 configuration. The ground
state in OhO symmetry has 3A2 symmetry and its energy is set to zero in figure 9. If
the crystal field energy is 0.0 eV one has effectively the atomic multiplet states.
From low-energy to high-energy, one can observe respectively the 3F,FF 1D, 3P, 1G

and 1S states. Including a
finite crystal field strength
splits these states, for example
the 3F state is split into
3A2 + 3T1TT + 3T2TT as indicated in
table 19.

Figure 9 - The Tanabe-Sugano
diagram for a 3d8 configuration
in Oh symmetry.
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Table 19 - The five symmetry states of a 3d 8d configuration in SO3 symmetry
and their respective energies for NiII are given in columns 1 and 2. Column 3 gives
the respective symmetries of these states in Oh symmetry and column 4 in
D4D h symmetry. In both cases the spin-orbit coupling has not yet been included.
The Hund's rule ground state is given in boldface.

Energy Symmetries in Oh Symmetries in D4D h

1S 4.6 eV 1A1
1A1

3P 0.2 eV 3T1TT 3E + 3A2

1D –0.1 eV 1E + 1T2TT 1A1 + 1B1B + 1E + 1B2BB
3F –1.8 eV 3A2 + 3T1TT + 3T2TT 3B1BB + 3E + 3A2 + 3E + 3B2BB
1G 0.8 eV 1A1 + 1T1TT + 1T2TT + 1E 1A1 + 1E + 1A2 + 1E + 1B2BB + 1A1 + 1B1B

At higher crystal field strengths states start to change their order and they cross. If
states actually cross each other or show non-crossing behaviour if their symmetries
allow a linear combination of states to be formed. This also depends on the
inclusion of the 3d spin-orbit coupling.

Figure 10 shows the effect of the reduction of the Slater-Condon parameters. The
figure is the same as figure 9 up to a crystal field of 1.5 eV. Then for this crystal
field value the Slater-Condon parameters have been reduced from their atomic
value, indicated with 80% of their Hartree-Fock value to 0%. The spectrum for 0%
has all its Slater-Condon parameters reduced to zero, In other words the 2p3d

coupling has been turned of and one essentially observes the energies of a 3d8

configuration, i.e. of two 3d holes. This single particle limit has three
configurations, respectively the two holes in eg�eg, eg�e t2g2 and t2g t2g states. The
energy difference between eg eg

and eg t2g is exactly the crystal
field value of 1.5 eV. This figure
shows nicely the transition from
the single particle picture to the
multiplet picture for the 3d8

ground state.

Figure 10 - The Tanabe-Sugano-
diagram for a 3d8 configuration

in Oh symmetry, including
the effect of reduced

Slater-Condon parameters.
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The ground state of a 3d8 configuration in OhO symmetry always remains 3A2. The
reason is clear if one compares these configurations to the single particle
description. In a single particle description a 3d8 configuration is split by the cubic
crystal field into t2g and eg, following the branching rules from table 17. The eight
3d electrons are added one-by-one to these configurations. The t2g configuration
has the lowest energy and can contain six 3d electrons. The remaining two
electrons are placed in the eg configuration, where both have a parallel alignment
according to Hund's rule. The resulting overall configuration is t2g

6 ege +
2, which

identifies with the 3A2 configuration.

ege

t2g

t2g

ege

K

D

Figure 11 - The splitting of a single 3- d electron under
influence of the cubic crystal field D and the Stoner
exchange interaction J. A second electron is indicatedJJ
with an empty arrow to indicate the energy effects.

Figure 11 shows the splitting of a 3d configuration into an eg and a t2g configu-
ration. Both configurations are further split by the Stoner exchange splitting J. ThisJJ
splitting is given as a linear combination of the Slater-Condon parameters as
J = (J F2FF + F4FF )/14. J is an approximation to the effects of the Slater-Condon
parameters and in fact a second parameter C, the orbital polarization, can be used
in combination with J. It is given asJJ C = (9C F2FF – 5F4FF )/ 98. Often this orbital
polarization is omitted from single particle descriptions. In that case the multiplet
configuration 3A2 is not exactly equal to the single particle configuration t2g

6 ege 2.
We assume for the moment that the effect of the orbital polarization will not
modify the ground states. Then one can use figure 11 to show that the ground states
of 3dn configurations are those as given in table 20.

Table 20 shows that for 3d4, 3d5, 3d6 and 3d7 there are two possible ground state
configurations in OhO symmetry. A high-spin ground state that originates from
Hund's rules plus a low-spin ground state for which first all t2g levels are filled.
One can directly related the symmetry of a configuration to the partly filled sub-
shell in the single particle model. A single particle configuration with one t2g

electron has T2TT symmetry, two t2g electrons imply T1TT symmetry and one ege electron
implies E symmetry. If only the t2g electrons are filled the symmetry is A2 and if
both or none are filled the symmetry is A1. The nature of the ground state is
important, as we will show below that E symmetry states are susceptible to Jahn-
Teller distortions and T1TT and T2TT symmetry states are susceptible to the effects of the
3d spin-orbit coupling.
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Table 20 - The configurations 3d 0d to 3d 9d are given in Oh symmetry for all possible
high-spin (HS) and low-spin (LS) states. The third column gives the HS term symbols
and the last column the LS term symbols. The fourth and fifth columns give the
respective occupations of the t2tt g and ege orbitals. We use t2tt g+gg for a spin-up electron
and t 2t g–gg  for a spin-down

Configuration SO3 HS Ground State in Oh LS Ground State in Oh

3d 0 1S0SS 1A1 – – –

3d 1 2D3/2DD 2T2TT t2tt g+gg
1 – –

3d 2 3F2FF 3T1TT t2tt g+gg
2 – –

3d 3 4F3/2FF 4A2 t2tt g+gg
3 – –

3d 4 5D0DD 5E t2tt g+gg
3 ege +gg

1 t2tt g+gg
3 t2tt g–gg

1 3T1TT

3d 5 6S5/2S 6A1 t2tt g+gg
3 ege +gg

2 t2tt g+gg
3 t2tt g–gg

2 2T2TT

3d 6 5D2DD 5T2TT t2tt g+gg
3 ege +gg

2 t2tt g–gg
1 t2tt g+gg

3 t2tt g–gg
3 1A1

3d 7 4F9/2FF 4T1TT t2tt g+gg
3 ege +gg

2 t2tt g–gg
2 t2tt g+gg

3 t2tt g–gg
3 ege +gg

1 2E

3d 8 3F4FF 3A2 t2tt g+gg
3 ege +gg

2 t2tt g–gg
3 – –

3d 9 2D5/2D 2E t2tt g+gg
3 ege +gg

2 t2tt g–gg
3 ege –gg

1 – –

The transition from high-spin top low-spin ground states is determined by the cubic
crystal field 10 Dq and the exchange splitting J. Table 21 gives the high-spin andJJ

low-spin occupations of the t2g and eg spin-up and spin-down orbitals t2g+, eg+, t2g–gg

and ege –gg . The 3d4 and 3d7 configuration differ by one t2g versus eg electron hence
one time the crystal field splitting D. The 3d5 and 3d6 configurations differ by 2D.
The exchange interaction J is slightly different for eg eg (J(( eeJJ ), ege t2g2  (J(( teJJ ) and t2g t2g

(J(( ttJJ ) interactions and column 5 of table 21 contains the overall exchange
interactions. The last column can be used to estimate the transition point. For this
column the exchange splittings were assumed to be equal, yielding the simple rules
that for 3d4 and 3d5 configurations high-spin states are found if the crystal field
splitting is less than 3J and for 3d6 and 3d7 configurations if it is less than 2 J.JJ
Because J can be estimated as 0.8 eV, the transition points are approximately
2.4 eV for 3d4 and 3d5, and 1.6 eV for 3d6 and 3d7. This means that 3d6 and 3d7

materials have a tendency to be low-spin compounds. This is particularly true for
3d6 compounds because of the additional stabilizing nature of the 3d6 1A1 low-spin
ground state.
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Table 21 - The high-spin and low-spin distribution of the 3d electrons for the
configurations 3d 4d to 3d 7d . The fourth column gives the difference in crystal field
energy, the fifth column the difference in exchange energy. For the last column, we
have assumed that JteJJ  ~ JeeJJ  ~ e JttJJ  = t J.

Configuration High-spin Low-spin 10 Dq (q D) Exchange (J ) J/J D

3d 4d t2tt g+gg
3 ege +gg

1 t2tt g+gg
3 t2tt g–gg

1 1D 3JteJJ 3

3d 5d t2tt g+gg
3 ege +gg

2 t2tt g+gg
3 t2tt g–gg

2 2D 6JteJJ  + JeeJJ –e JttJJ ~3

3d 6d t2tt g+gg
3 ege +gg

2 t2tt g–gg
1 t2tt g+gg

3 t2tt g–gg
3 2D 6JteJJ + JeeJJ  – 3e JttJJ ~2

3d 7d t2tt g+gg
3 ege +gg

2 t2tt g–gg
2 t2tt g+gg

3 t2tt g–gg
3 ege +gg

1 1D 3JteJJ  + JeeJJ  – 2e JttJJ 2

3.3.1. SYMMETRY EFFECTS IN D4h SYMMETRY

In D4h symmetry the t2g and eg states split further into eg and b2g respectively a1g

and b1g. Depending on the nature of the tetragonal distortion either the eg or the b2g

state has the lowest energy. All configurations from 3d2 to 3d8 have a low-spin
possibility. Only the 3d2 configuration with the eg state as ground state does not
posses a low-spin configuration. The 3d1 and 3d9 configurations contain only one
unpaired spin thus they have no possibility to obtain a low-spin ground state. It is
important to notice that a 3d8 configuration as for example found in NiII and CuIII

can yield a low-spin configuration. This low-spin configuration is found in the
trivalent parent compounds of the high TCTT superconducting oxides [26]. The D4h

symmetry ground states are particularly important for those cases where OhO

symmetry yields a half filled ege state, like for 3d4 and 3d9 plus low-spin 3d7. These
ground states are unstable in octahedral symmetry and will relax to, for example, a
D4h ground state, the well-known Jahn-Teller distortion. This yields the CuII ions
with all states filled except the 1A1g hole.

3.3.2. THE EFFECT OF THE TT 3d SPINd -NN ORBIT COUPLING

The inclusion of 3d spin-orbit coupling will bring one to the multiplication of the
spin and orbital moments to a total moment. In this process the familiar
nomenclature for the ground states of the 3dn configurations is lost. For example
the ground state of NiII in octahedral symmetry is in total symmetry referred to as
T2TT and not as 3A2. In total symmetry also the spin moments are branched to the
same symmetry group as the orbital moments, yielding for a 3A2 ground state an
overall ground state of T1TT ≈ A2 = T2TT . It turns out that in many cases it is better to
omit the 3d spin-orbit coupling because it is "quenched", for example by solid state
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effects. This has been found to be the case for CrO2. A different situation is found
for CoO, where the explicit inclusion of the 3d spin-orbit coupling is essential for a
good description of the 2p X-ray absorption spectral shape. This means that 2p

X-ray absorption is able to determine the different role of the 3d spin-orbit
coupling in respectively CrO2 (quenched) and CoO (not quenched).

Figure 12 shows the Tanabe-Sugano diagram for a 3d7 configuration in OhO

symmetry. Only the excitation energies from 0.0 to 0.4 eV are shown to highlight
the high-spin low-spin transition at 2.25 eV and also the important effect of the 3d

spin-orbit coupling. It can be observed that the atomic multiplet spectrum of CoII

has a large number of states at low energy. All these states are part of the 4F9/2FF

configuration that is split by the 3d spin-orbit coupling. After applying a cubic
crystal field, most of these multiplet states are shifted to higher energies and only
four states remain at low energy. These are the four states of the 4T1TT Hund's rule
ground state. These four states all remain within 0.1 eV from the U1UU ground state.
That this description is actually correct has been shown in detail for the 2p X-ray
absorption spectrum of CoO [27], which has a cubic crystal field of 1.2 eV. At
2.25 eV the high-spin to low-spin transition is evident. A new state is coming from
high energy and a G symmetry state replaces the U1UU symmetry state at the lowest
energy. In fact there is a very interesting complication: due to the 3d spin-orbit
coupling the G symmetry states of theG 4T1TT and 2E configurations mix and form
linear combinations. Just above the transition point, this linear combination will
have a spin state that is neither high-spin nor low-spin and in fact a mixed spin
state can be found.
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Figure 12 - The Tanabe-Sugano diagram for a 3- d7 configuration in Oh symmetry.
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3.3.3. THE EFFECTS ON THE TT X-RAY ABSORPTION CALCULATIONS-

Table 22 gives all matrix element calculations that have to be carried out for
3dn ö 2p53dn+1 transitions in SO3 symmetry for J values up to 4. We will use theJ

transitions 3d0 ö 2p53d1 as examples. 3d0 contains only J = 0 symmetry states.J
This limits the calculation for the ground state spectrum to only one ground state,
one transition and one final state matrix element. We are now going to apply the
SO3 ö OhO  branching rules to this table.

Table 22 - The matrix elements in SO3 symmetry needed for the calculation
of 2p X-ray absorption. Boldface matrix elements apply to a 3p d 0 configuration.

Calculation 3d nd ö 2p53d nd +1 in SO3 symmetry

Initial State Transition Final State

·0 | 0 | 0Ò ·0 | 1 | 1Ò ‚0 | 0 | 0Ú

‚1 | 0 | 1Ú ‚1 | 1 | 0Ú ‚1 | 1 | 1Ú ‚1 | 1 | 2Ú ·1 | 0 | 1Ò

‚2 | 0 | 2Ú ‚2 | 1 | 1Ú ‚2 | 1 | 3Ú ‚2 | 0 | 2Ú

‚3 | 0 | 3Ú ‚3 | 1 | 2Ú ‚3 | 1 | 3Ú ‚3 | 1 | 4Ú ‚3 | 0 | 3Ú

‚4 | 0 | 4Ú ‚4 | 1 | 3Ú ‚4 | 1 | 4Ú ‚4 | 0 | 4Ú

In octahedral symmetry one has to calculate five matrices for the initial and final
states and thirteen transition matrices. Note that this is a general result for all even
numbers of 3d electrons, as there are only these five symmetries in OhO symmetry.
In the 3d0 case, the ground state branches to A1 and only three matrices are needed
to generate the spectral shape: ‚A1 | A1 | A1Ú for the 3d0 ground state, ‚A1 | T1TT | T1TT Ú for
the dipole transition and ‚T1TT | A1 | T1TT Ú for the 2p2 53d1 final state.

3.3.4. 3d 0 SYSTEMS IN OCTAHEDRAL SYMMETRY

In this section we will focus on the discussion of the crystal field effects on the
spectral shape of 3d0 systems. The 3d0 systems are rather special because they are
not affected by ground state effects. Table 23 shows that the 3d0 ö 2p53d1 transi-
tion can be calculated from a single transition matrix ‚A1 | T1TT | T1TT Ú in OhO symmetry.
The ground state A1 matrix is 1 ä 1 and the final state T1TT matrix is 7 ä 7, making the
transition matrix 1 ä 7. In other words the spectrum consists of a maximum of
seven peaks. Table 7 showed the complete calculation in SO3 symmetry. The re-
spective degeneracies of the J values in SOJ 3 symmetry and the degeneracies of the
representations in OhO symmetry are collected in table 24. A 2p53d1 configuration
has twelve representations in SO3 symmetry that are branched to 25 representations
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in a cubic field. The overall degeneracy of the 2p2 53d1 configuration is 6 ä 10 = 60,
implying a possibility of 60 transitions in a system without any symmetry. From
these 25 representations, only seven are of interest for the calculation of the X-ray
absorption spectral shape, because only these T1TT symmetry states obtain a finite
intensity.

Table 23 - The matrix elements in Oh symmetry needed for the calculation
of 2p X-ray absorption. Boldface matrix elements apply to a 3d 0d  configuration.

Calculation 3d nd ö 2p53d nd +1 in Oh symmetry

Initial State Transition Final State

·A1 | A1 | A1Ò ·A1 | T1TT | T1TT Ò ‚A1 | A1 | A1Ú

‚T1TT | A1 | T1TT Ú ‚T1TT | T1TT | A1Ú ‚T1TT | T1TT | T1TT Ú ‚T1TT | T1TT | E Ú ‚T1TT | T1TT | T2TT Ú ·T1TT | A1 | T1TT Ò

‚E | A1 | E Ú ‚E | T1TT | T1TT Ú ‚E | T1TT | T2TT Ú ‚E | A1 | E Ú

‚T2TT | A1 | T2TT Ú ‚T2TT | T1TT | T1TT Ú ‚T2TT | T1TT | E Ú ‚T2TT | T1TT | T2TT Ú ‚T2TT | T1TT | A2Ú ‚T2TT | A1 | T2TT Ú

‚A2 | A1 | A2Ú ‚A2 | T1TT | T2TT Ú ‚A2 | A1 | A2Ú

Table 24 - The branching of the J values in SOJ 3 symmetry to the representations in
Oh symmetry, using the degeneracies of the 2p53d 1 final state in X-ray absorption.

J in SOJ 3 Degree Branchings G in Oh Degree

0 1 A1 A1 2

1 3 3 ä T1TT A2 3

2 4 4 ä E, 4 ä T2TT T1TT 7

3 3 3 ä A2, 3 ä T1TT ,3 ä T2TT T2TT 8

4 1 A1, E, T1TT , T2TT E 5

S 12 25

Table 25 shows the seven T1TT symmetry states calculated with a crystal field
splitting of 3.04 eV. Rows one, two and three are related to J = 1 final states, whereJ
the third row is related to the 1P1 state and the intensity of the peak is equal to the
square of the values of this row, with the total intensity normalized to 1.0. Rows
four, five and six are related to the J = 3 states and row seven is related to a J J = 4J

state. Essentially one observes four main peaks, peaks c, e, f and g. Peak f and g

correspond to the LII edge peaks of respectively t2g and eg character. They are split
by 3.05 eV, about the value of 10 Dq. Peaks c and e are the LIII peaks of t2g and ege

character, also split by 3.05 eV. Peaks a, b and d are low intensity peaks that
originate from the "spin-forbidden transition" in the atomic multiplet calculation.
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Table 25 - The T1TT final states of the 2p53d 1 configuration with 10 Dq = 3.04 eV. Theq
top row gives the energies of the seven final states that are build from seven basis
vectors. The third row is related to 1P1 character and is given in boldface.

460.828 461.641 462.806 464.048 465.859 468.313 471.369

J = 1 0.0662 0.0037 0.1550 0.0124 0.4916 0.0404 0.2308J

J = 1 0.5944 0.0253 0.0007 0.2972 0.0280 0.0078 0.0466J

J = 1J 1P1 0.0046 a 0.0091 b 0.1128 c 0.0046 d 0.1845 e 0.2666 f 0.4178 g

J = 3 0.0161 0.4460 0.0340 0.0980 0.0097 0.2923 0.1039J

J = 3 0.0020 0.2973 0.2980 0.0791 0.0331 0.2191 0.0714J

J = 3 0.0044 0.0404 0.3986 0.0116 0.2417 0.1738 0.1294J

J = 4 0.3124 0.1781 0.0009 0.4972 0.0113 0.0000 0.0001J

Figure 13 shows the crystal field multiplet calculations for the 3d0 ö 2p53d1 tran-
sition in TiIV. The result of each calculation is a set of seven energies with seven
intensities. These seven states are broadened by the lifetime broadening and the
experimental resolution. From a detailed comparison to experiment it turns out to
be the case that each of the four main lines has to be broadened differently. It is
well known that the LII part of the spectrum (i.e. the last two peaks) contains an
additional Auger decay that accounts for a significant broadening with respect to

the LIII part. This effect
has been found to be an
additional broadening of
0.5 eV half-width at half-
maximum (hwhm) [27,28].

Figure 13 - Crystal field multiplet calculations for the 3d0 Æ 2p53d1 transition in Ti4+.
The atomic Slater-Condon parameters and spin-orbit couplings have been used as
given in table 12. The bottom spectrum is the atomic multiplet spectrum. Each next
spectrum has a value of 10 Dq that has been increased by 0.3 eV. The top
spectrum has a crystal field of 3.0 eV.
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An additional difference in broadening is found between the t2g and the eg states.
This broadening has been ascribed to differences in the vibrational effects on the
t2g respectively the ege states. Charge transfer multiplet calculations [29,30] have
indicated that another, more important, cause could be a difference in
hybridizational effects. Whatever the origin of the broadening, the comparison with
experiment shows that the eg states must be broadened with an additional 0.4 eV
hwhm for the Lorentzian parameter. The experimental resolution has been
simulated with a Gaussian broadening of 0.15 eV half-width at half-maximum.

Figure 14 compares the crystal field multiplet calculation of the 3d0 ö 2p53d1

transition in Ti4+ with the experimental 2p X-ray absorption spectrum of FeTiO3.
The titanium ions are surrounded by six oxygen atoms in a (slightly) distorted
octahedron. The value of 10 Dq has been set to 1.8 eV. The calculation is able to
reproduce all peaks that are experimentally visible. In particular the two small pre-
peaks can be nicely observed. The similar spectrum of SrTiO3 has an even sharper
spectral shape, related to the perfect octahedral surrounding of TiI V by
oxygen [31,32].
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Figure 14 - The 2p X-ray absorption spectrum of FeTiO3 (dashed) compared with a
crystal field multiplet calculation for TiIV with a value of 10 Dq of 1.8 eV (solid)
(Reprinted with permission from reference [28], © 1990, American Physical Society).

3.3.5. 3d 0d SYSTEMS IN LOWER SYMMETRIES

If one reduces the symmetry further from OhO to D4h the seven lines in the X-ray
absorption spectrum of TiIV split further. The respective degeneracies of the
representations in OhO symmetry and the corresponding symmetries in D4h

symmetry are collected in table 26.

A 2p53d1 configuration has twelve representations in SO3 symmetry that are
branched to 25 representations in a cubic field. These 25 representations are further
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branched to 45 representations in D4h symmetry, of the overall degeneracy of 60.
From these 45 representations, 22 are of interest for the calculation of the X-ray
absorption spectral shape, because they have either E or E A2 symmetry.

Table 26 - The branching of the 25 representations in Oh symmetry
to 45 representations in D4D h symmetry, using the degeneracies

of the 2p53d 1d  final state in X-ray absorption.

G in Oh Degree G in D4DD h Degree

A1 2 A1 A1 2 + 5 7

A2 3 B1B A2 7 7

T1TT 7 E + E A2 B1B 3 + 5 8

T2TT 8 E +E B2BB B2BB 8 8

E 5 A1 + B1B E 7 + 8 15

S 25 45

There are now two different final state symmetries possible because the dipole
operator is split into two representations. The spectrum of two-dimensional
E symmetry relates to the in-plane direction of the tetragon, while the one-E

dimensional A2 symmetry relates to the out-of-plane direction. Examples of an
angular dependence in D4h and lower symmetries can be found in the study of
interfaces, surfaces and adsorbates. A detailed study of the symmetry effects on the
calcium 2p X-ray absorption spectra at the surface and in the bulk of CaF2 did
clearly show the ability of the multiplet calculations to reproduce the spectral
shapes both in the bulk as at the reduced C3C v symmetry of the surface [8]. Recently,
the group of Anders Nillson performed potassium 2p X-ray absorption experiments
of potassium adsorbed on Ni(100) as well as the co-adsorption system
CO/K/Ni(100) [33].

3.3.6. X-RAY ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF - 3d nd SYSTEMS

The description of the X-ray absorption spectra of 3dn systems follows the same
procedure as for 3d0 systems. The matrix elements must be solved for the initial
state of the Hamiltonian, the transition operator and the final state Hamiltonian.

A difference between 3d0 and 3dn ground states is that the latter are affected by
dd interactions and crystal field effects. Whether a system is high-spin or low-spin
can be determined directly from the shape of the X-ray absorption spectrum. The
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calculation of the X-ray absorption spectrum has the following parameters to
consider:

® The atomic Slater-Condon parameters. For trivalent and tetravalent systems
these parameters are sometimes reduced. An effective reduction can also
(partly) be achieved by the inclusion of charge transfer effects.

® The inclusion of the cubic crystal field strength 10 Dq, optimized to experiment.
The value of 10 Dq determines the spin state of the 3d4 to 3d7 systems.

® The inclusion of the atomic 3d spin-orbit coupling. Because of an effective
quenching of the 3d spin-orbit coupling by lower symmetries and/or
translational effects, in some cases the 3d spin-orbit coupling must be set to
zero to achieve a good agreement with experiment. This is for example the case
for CrO2. In contrast, for CoO the 3d spin-orbit coupling has to be included to
have a good agreement with experimental spectra.

® The inclusion of lower symmetry parameters, for example DsDD  and Dt.

® In many systems it is important to extend the crystal field multiplet program
with the inclusion of charge transfer effects as will be discussed in section 4.

4. CHARGE TRANSFER EFFECTSCC

Charge transfer effects are the effects of charge fluctuations in the initial and final
states. The atomic multiplet and crystal field multiplet model use a single
configuration to describe the ground state and final state. One can combine this
configuration with other low-lying configurations similar to the way configuration-
interaction works with a combination of Hartree-Fock matrices.

4.1. INITIAL STATE EFFECTSII

The charge transfer method is based on the Anderson impurity model and related
short-range model Hamiltonians that were applied to core-level spectroscopies.
This line of approach has been developed in the eighties by the groups of Kotani
and Jo [34], Gunnarsson and Schönhammer [35], Fujimori and co-workers [36] and
Sawatzky and co-workers [37,38]. There are variations between the specific
methods used, but in this review we sketch only the main line of reasoning behind
all these models. For details we refer to the original papers.
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The Anderson impurity model describes a localized state, the 3d state, which
interacts with delocalized electrons in bands. The Anderson impurity model is
usually written in second quantization. One starts with the ground state y0 and acts
on this state with operators that annihilate ( aÆ ) or create (a) a specific electron. For

example a 2p to 3d X-ray absorption transition is written as | y0 2a a22p d3a33
Æ Ú. With

second quantization one can also indicate the mixing of configurations in the
ground state. For example an electron can hop from the 3d states to a state in the

(empty) conduction band, i.e. | y0 3a a33d ckaÆ Ú , where ack indicates an electron in the

conduction band with reciprocal space vector k. Comparison to experiment has
shown that the coupling to the occupied valence band is more important than the
coupling to the empty conduction band. In other words the dominant hopping is
from the valence band to the 3d states. If one annihilates an electron in a state and

then re-creates it one effectively is counting the occupation of that state, i.e. a ad d3a ada
Æ

yields n3d. The Anderson impurity Hamiltonian can then be given as

H AIM
Æ Æ Æ Æ Æ ÆU ÆÆ

3 3U3d d d33 d d d d v vk vÊ3 3 33 3
k

d v vk d3
k

Æ Æ ÆU + +U ++ÆÆ ++++U +U 3UUU d Ê+ Ê3 3 33 33 3 k Ê 3vk v v d3 d vÊ++ )Æ Æ
d3a a+Æ Æ+ kk+ 33+3a3 {28}

These four terms represent respectively the 3d state, the correlation of the 3d state,
the valence band and the coupling of the 3d states with the valence band. One can
further extend the Anderson Impurity model to include more than a single
impurity, i.e. impurity bands. In addition one can include correlation in the valence
band, use larger clusters, etc. In case of multiplet calculations of X-ray absorption
these approaches lead in most cases to a too large calculation. There has been much
work for the CuII case, in particular in connection to the high TcTT
superconductors [39,40] , and there have been calculations concerning the effects of
non-local screening on larger clusters for NiII [41].

Figure 15 sketches the impurity model with a semi-elliptical band of bandwidth w.
Instead of a semi-elliptical band one can use the actual band structure that is found
from DFT calculations (bottom). Actually, it has been demonstrated that the use of
the real band structure instead of an approximate semi-elliptical or square band
structure hardly affects the spectral shape [42]. The multiplet model approximates
the band usually as a square of bandwidth W, where n number of points of equalWW
intensity are used for the actual calculation. Often one simplifies the calculation
further to n = 1, i.e. a single state representing the band. In that case the bandwidth
is reduced to zero. In order to simplify the notation we will in the following remove
the k dependence of the valence band and assume a single state describing the
band. It must be remembered however that in all cases one can change back this
single state to a real band with bandwidth W.WW
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Figure 15 - The interaction of a - UddUU  correlated localized state with delocalized
bands. From bottom to top are respectively given: a general DOS, a semi-elliptical

valence band, a square valence band and a single valence state.

Removing the k dependence renders the Anderson Impunity Model (AIM)
Hamiltonian into 

H UAIM
Æ Æ Æ Æ Æ ÆU3 3 3 3 3d d3 d dd d3 d d d v v v d d v v d3 3 33a a a a aU ++Æ Æ ÆU + ++U ∂U +U +U 3 3 3dd d3 d d d v v vv +++ 3k )Æ Æ

d3 3a a+Æ Æ++3 33 3+ {29}

Bringing the multiplet description into this Hamiltonian implies that the single
3d state is replaced by all states that are part of the crystal field multiplet
Hamiltonian of that particular configuration. This implies that the UddUU  term is
replaced by a summation over four 3d wavefunctions 3d1, 3d2, 3d3 and 3d4

H

H

AIMH k
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+ + ÿ +

Æ Æ Æ Æ

Æ Æ ÆÊ Æ Æ

∂3 3 3

21 2 3 4 1 2

d d d3 v v v d3 d

d d3 1 31 32

a a a a tk+ ++k
Æ Æ+ ++ +a ∂++3 d3 v v v dv +++ 3

ÿÿ Æ+Æ Æ + ÿÿ+ 3 1 33 1ÿÿ+

)Æ Æ( 3d v v d3a a a a+Æ Æ+3d v vv+ 33

2 3 4 12 3 4 113 3 3 3 33 3 3 3G1 2 3 42 3 Ê+3 1 3 2 3 3 3 41 3 2 3 3 3 Ê2 3 42 32 3 3 1 3 2 3 3 3 41 3 2 3 3 33 1 3 2 3 3 3 41 3 2 3 3 3

{30}

The term gdd describes all two electron integrals and includes the Hubbard U as
well as the effects of the Slater-Condon parameters F2FF and F4FF . In addition there is a
new term in the Hamiltonian due to the 3d spin-orbit coupling. HCFHH describes the
effects of the crystal field potential F. This situation can be viewed as a multiplet
of localized states interacting with the delocalized density of states, as indicated in
figure 16. The energy difference to the centre of gravity of the multiplet is
indicated with D . The effective energy difference to the lowest state of the
multiplet is indicated with D. One ingredient is still missing from this description,
i.e. if the electron is transferred from the valence band to the 3d band, the
occupation of the 3d band changes by one. This 3dn+1 configuration is again
affected by multiplet effects, exactly like the original 3dn configuration. The 3dn+1

configuration contains a valence band with a hole. Because the model is used
mainly for transition metal compounds, the valence band is in general dominated
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by ligand character, for example the oxygen 2p2 valence band in case of transition
metal oxides. Therefore the hole is considered to be on the ligand and is indicated
with L, where L indicates a ligand hole, i.e. in an oxide it implies a hole on the
oxygen site. The charge transfer effect on the wave function is described as
3dn + 3dn+1L.
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Figure 16 - The interaction of a multiplet of localized states with delocalized bands.-
From bottom to top are respectively given: a general DOS, a semi-elliptical valence
band, a square valence band and a single valence state.

Because the 3dn+1L state is also affected by multiplet effects, figure 16 is not
correct as the 3dn+1L state is described with a single 3dn+1 state in combination
with L, a ligand hole that can have either a single energy or be a band. If one
includes the effects of the multiplets on the 3dn+1L in this figure, for a single state
one essentially obtains a configuration-interaction between two sets of multiplet
states.

Figure 17 gives the crystal field multiplets for the 3d7 and 3d8L configurations of
CoII. The 3d7 configurations is centred at 0.0 eV and the lowest energy state is the
4T1TT state, where the small splittings due to the 3d spin-orbit coupling have been
neglected [4]. The lowest state of the 3d8L configuration is 3A2, which is the ground
state of for example NiII. The centre of gravity of the 3d8 configuration has been set
at 2.0 eV, which identifies with a value of D of 2.0 eV. The effective charge
transfer energy D is defined as the energy difference between the lowest states of
the 3d7 and the 3d8L configurations as indicated in figure 17. Because the multiplet
splitting is larger for 3d7 than for 3d8L, the effective D is larger than D . The effect
of charge transfer is to form a ground state that is a combination of 3d7 and 3d8L.
The energies of these states have been calculated on the right half of the figure. If
the hopping parameter t is set equal to zero, both configurations do not mix and the
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states of the mixed configuration are exactly equal to 3d7, and at higher energy to
3d8L. Turning on the hopping parameter, one observes that the energy of the lowest
configuration is further lowered. This state will still be the 4T1TT configuration, but
with increasing hopping, it will have increasing 3d8L character. The second-lowest
state is split by the hopping and the most bonding combination obtains an energy
that comes close to the 4T1TT ground state. This excited state is essentially a doublet
state and if the energy of this state would cross with the 4T1TT state one would
observe a charge transfer-induced spin transition. It has been shown that charge
transfer effects can lead to new types of ground states, for example in case of a 3d6

configuration, crystal field effects lead to a transition of a S = 2 high-spin to a S S = 0S

low-spin ground state. Charge transfer effects can also to lead to an S = 1S
intermediate spin ground state [43].
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Figure 17 - Left - The crystal field multiplet states of 3d7 and 3d8 configurations.
The multiplet states with energies higher than +2.0 eV are not shown. D has been
set to +2.0 eV. Right - The charge transfer multiplet calculations for the combination
of crystal field multiplets as indicated on the left and with the hopping ranging from
0.0 eV to 2.0 eV as indicated below the states.

Figure 17 can be expanded to Tanabe-Sugano diagrams for two configurations
3dn + 3dn+1L, instead of the usual Tanabe-Sugano diagrams as a function of only
one configuration. The energies of such two-configuration Tanabe-Sugano diagrams
are affected by the Slater-Condon parameters (often approximated with the B
Racah parameter), the cubic crystal field 10 Dq, the charge transfer energy D and
the hopping strength t. The hopping can be made symmetry dependent and one can
add crystal field parameters related to lower symmetries, yielding to an endless
series of Tanabe-Sugano diagrams. What is actually important is to determine the
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possible types of ground states for a particular ion, say CoII. Scanning through the
parameter space of F2FF , F4FF , 10 Dq , DsDD , Dt, LS3S d, tG and D one can determine the
nature of the ground state. This ground state can then be checked with 2p X-ray
absorption. After the inclusion of exchange and magnetic fields one has also a
means to compare the ground state with techniques like X-ray MCD, optical MCD
and EPR.

Comparing figure 15 with figure 17 one observes the transition from a single
particle picture to a multiplet configurational picture. One can in principle put more
band character into this configurational picture and a first step is to make a
transition from a single state to a series of 3d8L states, each with its included
multiplet but with each a different effective charge transfer energy. One can choose
to use a more elaborate cluster model in which the neighbour atoms are actually
included in the calculation [39,40,44]. These cluster models are not described further
here. In all cases where multiplet effects are important, i.e. with at least two holes
in correlated states, these cluster models do in general not lead to significantly
different conclusions and ground state descriptions [4].

4.2. FINAL STATE EFFECTSFF

The final state Hamiltonian of X-ray absorption includes the core-hole plus an
extra electron in the valence region. One adds the energy and occupation of the 2p

core-hole to the Hamiltonian as given in equation {30}. The core-hole potential
UpdUU and its higher order terms gpdg give rise to equation {31}. This equation
describes the overlap of a 2p2 wave function with a 3d wave function and is given
as a summation over two 2p and two 3d wavefunctions 2p1, 2p2, 3d1 and 3d2

H2 2 2 3 1 2 1 2 2 3 2 2 1 2 2p p2 p p pd d p p d p p2 3 1 2 1 2 2 3 2 2 1 22 3 1 2 1 2 2 3 2 2 1 21 2 3 4 1 23 1 2 1 2 2 3 23 1 2 1 2 2 3 2a a g a a a a l s a a2 2 3 1 2 1 2 2 3 2 2 1 22 3 1 2 1 2 2 3 2 22 3 1 2 1 2 2 3 2 2 1 2= 2 p2 a a g a a a a lg a a a a l2 2 3 1 2 1 2 2 3 222 3 1 2 1 2 2 3 23 1 2 1 2 2 3 2
Æ Æ Æ Æa g a a a a l s aa g a a a a l s aa g a a a a lg a a a ag a a a a3 1 2 1 2 2 3 23 1 2 1 2 2 33 1 2 1 2 23 1 2 1 2 2 3 2

Æ ÆÆ Æg a a a aa ag a a a a3 1 2 1 2 2 3 23 1 2 1 2 2 3 23 1 2 1 2 2 3 23 1 2 1 2 2 3 23 1 2 1 2 2 3 23 1 2 1 2 2 33 1 2 1 2 2 3 23 1 2 1 2 2 3 23 1 2 1 2 2 33 1 2 1 2 23 1 2 1 2 2 3 23 1 2 1 2 2 33 1 2 1 2 2 3 23 1 2 1 2 2 33 1 2 1 2 2 32 3 4 12 3 4 13 33 33 33 33 1 2 1 2 2 3 23 1 2 1 2 2 3 23 1 2 1 2 2 33 1 2 1 2 2 3 23 1 2 1 2 2 3 23 1 2 1 2 2 3 23 1 2 1 2 2 3 23 1 2 1 2 2 33 1 2 1 2 2 3 23 1 2 1 2 2 3 2 {31}

The term gpdg describes all two-electron integrals and includes UpdUU as well as the
effects of the Slater-Condon parameters F2FF , G1 and G3. In addition there is a term
in the Hamiltonian due to the 2p spin-orbit coupling. There is no crystal field effect
on core states.
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∂
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{32}

The overall Hamiltonian in the final state is given in equation {32}. This equation
is solved in the same manner as the initial state Hamiltonian. Using the two
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configuration description of figure 17, one finds for CoII two final states 2p2 53d8

and 2p53d9L. These states mix in a manner similar to the two configurations in the
ground state and as such give rise to a final state Tanabe-Sugano diagram. All final
state energies are calculated from the mixing of the two configurations. This
calculation is only possible if all final state parameters are known. The following
rules are used:
® The 2p3d Slater-Condon parameters are taken from an atomic calculation. For

trivalent ions and higher valences, these atomic values are sometimes reduced.
® The 2p and 3d spin-orbit coupling are taken from an atomic calculation.
® The crystal field values are assumed to be the same as in the ground state.
® The energies of the configurations, i.e. the charge transfer energy, are given by

the values of Udd and UpdU . Effectively DF =F D I + UI dd – UpdU . Because in general
UpdU is approximately 1 to 2 eV larger than Ud d , one often assumes
DF =F D I – 1 eV or I DF = DF =F D I – 2 eV.I

® The hopping parameter t is assumed to be equal in the initial and final states.

Detailed analysis of X-ray absorption and resonant X-ray emission spectra has
shown that the crystal field values are smaller by 10 to 20% in the final state [45].
The same observation has been made for the hopping parameters [46]. One can
understand these trends from the (slight) compression of the 3d wave function in
the final state. From the presence of the 2p core-hole one would expect a
significant compression of the 3d wave function, but the effect of the 2p core-hole
is counteracted by the effect of the extra 3d electron in the final state. Because we
have seen that Ud d is a bit smaller than UpdUU this counteracting action is not
complete and there will be a small compression of the 3d wave function. In
conclusion it can be said that D , t and 10 Dq will all be slightly smaller in the final
state. Because the reduction of these parameters has counteracting effects on the
spectral shape, in most simulations one varies only D and keeps t and 10 Dq

constant.

4.3. THETT X-RAY ABSORPTION SPECTRUM-
WITH CHARGE TRANSFER EFFECTS

The essence of the charge transfer model is the use of two or more configurations.
Ligand field multiplet calculations use one configuration for which it solves the
effective atomic Hamiltonian plus the ligand field Hamiltonian, so essentially the
following matrices

IXASI , | |1
5 1 2∂ ‚3 Ú1

p p| || | 2 32| |n | | 5| | 5| | 2 3| | 53 {33}
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H INIT LFM, | |LFM
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+ + Ú| |LFM‚ |3
e
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|LFM 3|HLFMHn

d d d
n {34}

H FINAL , | |LFM1
5 1

2

12

5 1= ‚ + + + Ú2 ||5 1||1 5| ||1 5
p 333

e

r1
p|LFM |LFM 2 3|H LFM 32|H 53p p d d dp {35}

The charge transfer model adds a configuration 3dn+1L to the 3dn ground state. In
case of a transition metal oxide, in a 3dn+1L configuration an electron has been
moved from the oxygen 2p valence band to the metal 3d band. One can continue
with this procedure and add 3dn+2L2 configuration, etc. In many cases two
configurations will be enough to explain the spectral shapes, but in particular for
high valence states it can be important to include more configurations [47,48]. As
far as X-ray absorption and X-ray emission is concerned, the consequences for the
calculations are the replacement of 3dn with 3dn + 3dn+1L plus the corresponding
changes in the final state. This adds a second initial state, final state and dipole
transition

IXASI , | |2
1 5 2 2∂ ‚3 ÚL2 L+1 5

p p| || | 2 3L | |n+1 5| |1 5| |LL1 5| | 2 3L | | {36}

H INIT LFM, |LFM
1

2

12

1 ÚL|LFM‚3 LL 1+||+1 | |L |1 e

r1
|LFM 3|H LFMH | 3|Hn

d d d {37}

H FINAL , | |LFM2
5 2

2

12

5 2 ÚL= ‚ |2 L |5 2||2 5||L |2 5
p 333

e

r1
p|LFM |LFM 3|H LFM 2|H 53p p d d dp {38}

The two initial states and two final states are coupled by monopole transitions, i.e.
configuration interaction. The mixing parameter t couples both configurations and
D is the energy difference. The Hamiltonian is abbreviated with t/D to describe the
monopole interaction

H MIX I 1 2
1

, | |= ‚ Ú3 1| | L+3| |n n| / || / | 3| / | {39}

H MIX F1 2
5 1 5 2

, | | Ú2 L= ‚2 5 1 51 5
p p| |3 2 33 253 | |1 51 52 31 52 31 52 32 {40}

The X-ray absorption spectrum is calculated by solving the equations 33 to 40. If a

3 2 2
d

n+ L configuration is included its energy is 2D+U dd , where Ud dUU is the

correlation energy between two 3d electrons [38]. The formal definition of UddUU is

the energy difference one obtains when an electron is transferred from one metal
site to another, i.e. a transition 3dn + 3dn Æ 3dn+1 + 3dn–1. The number of

interactions of two 3dn configurations is one more than the number of interactions
of 3dn+1 plus 3dn–1, implying that this energy difference is equal to the correlation
energy between two 3d electrons. By analysing the effects of charge transfer it is
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found that, for systems with a positive value of D, the main effects on the X-ray

absorption spectral shape are: 
® the formation of small satellites,
® the contraction of the multiplet structures.

The formation of small satellites or even the absence of visible satellite structures
is a special feature of X-ray absorption spectroscopy. Its origin is the fact that
X-ray absorption is a neutral spectroscopy and the local charge of the final state is
equal to the charge of the initial state. This implies that there is little screening
hence little charge transfer satellites. This effect can be explained by using a two-
by-two problem as example. We follow the paper of Hu et al. [26] to describe the
mixing of two configurations that are separated by D and mixed by t. This mixing
yields a two-by-two determinant

H 0= t
t D

{41}

Solving the determinant yields the two states after mixing: The ground state, or
bonding combination, yByy has a wave function

y a Úa +
i

n
i

n|bb| bb |n
ibbb

1 {42}

The energy of the bonding combination is given as

EBE = - +-D D
2

1
2

42D t {43}

The parameters ai and bi can be defined in D and t

a i = + -Á

È
ËËËÈÈ
ËË

˜
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¯̄̄̄
¯
˘̆
¯̄1

1 2ÈÈÈ

2
2 24X

T
X T= + 42 + 4D D22, {44}

b a
2

i {45}

The anti-bonding combination is given as

YBY = Ú- Ú+b i
n

i
n|Ú| aÚ- |n

iÚÚÚ- 1 {46}

The energy of the anti-bonding combination is given as

EBE = - +-D D
2

1
2

42D t {47}

Figure 18 gives the value of ai for a series of combinations of D and t. It can be ob-
served that, apart from numerical deviations at small charge transfer energies, the
value of ai is essentially proportional to D / t . The dependence on D and t is very
clear in figure 19. A linear dependence of ai is observed as a function of t and a
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square root dependence is found as a function of D. This implies for the percentage
of 3dn character in the ground state, i.e. ai

2 that it is proportional to D/t2.
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Figure 18 - The initial state value of - a as a function
of the charge transfer energy D and the hopping t.
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Figure 19 - The initial state value of a as a function of the
charge transfer energy D for t = 2.7 eV (closed circles) and
as a function of the hopping t for D = 5 eV (open squares).

We have found that in the final state the value of DF ~ D – 1 eV. This implies that
the final state determinant is approximately equal to the initial state determinant

H 0= t
tF FD {48}
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This yields for afa and bfb that they are approximately equal to ai and bi. The results
of the initial and final state equations can be used to calculate the X-ray absorption
cross-section. One can make a transition from 3dn to 2p53dn+1 and from 3 1

d
n+ L to

2 5 2
p d353 n L . This implies that the intensity of the main peak is equal to

(ai afa + f bi bfb )ff 2 while the satellite intensity is equal to (ai bfb - bi afa )ff 2.

The contraction of the multiplet structure due to charge transfer can also be under-
stood using the two by two matrices. Assume two multiplet states split by an
energy d. They both mix with a charge transfer state that is positioned D above the
lowest energy multiplet state I. Consequently the charge transfer energy of the
second multiplet state II is D-d. Assuming that the hopping terms are the same for
these two states, the energy gain of the bonding combination is 

EBE ( ) = - +-D D
2

1
2

42D t {49}

EBE ( ) ( )II - +( )(D d
2

1
2

42 t {50}

Consider for example a hopping of 1.5 eV. Then the largest energy gain is found
for the lowest value of D. The higher lying multiplet states have a smaller effective
D and consequently a larger energy gain. As such their energy comes closer to the
lowest energy state and the multiplet appears compressed.

The two-by-two problem in the initial and final state explains the two main effects
of charge transfer: a compression of the multiplet structure and the existence of
only small satellites. These two phenomena are visible in the figures of NiII and
CoII as given below. In case the charge transfer is negative, the satellite structures
are slightly larger because then the final state charge transfer is increased with
respect to the initial state and the balance of the initial and final state a's and b's is
less good.

Figure 20 shows the effect of the charge transfer energy on divalent nickel. We
have used the same hopping t for the initial and final state and reduced the charge
transfer energy D by one eV. In the top spectrum, D = 10 and the spectrum is
essentially the ligand field multiplet spectrum of a NiII ion in its 3d8 configuration.
The bottom spectrum uses D = –10 and now the ground state is almost a pure
3 9
d L configuration. Looking for the trends in figure 20, one finds the increased

contraction of the multiplet structure by going to lower values of D. This is exactly
what is observed in the series NiF2 to NiCl2 and NiBr2

[49-52]. Going from Ni to Cu
the atomic parameters change very little, except the 2p spin-orbit coupling and the
2p binding energy. Therefore the spectra of 3dn systems of different elements are
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all very similar and the bottom spectrum is also similar to CuII systems. Therefore
one can also use the spectra with negative D values for CuIII compounds, such as
La2Li1/2Cu1/2O4 and Cs2KCuF6.

855 860 865 870 875
–2

–1

0

1

2

Energy [eV]

Figure 20 - Series of charge transfer multiplet calculations for the NiII ground state
3d8 + 3d9L9 . The top spectrum has a charge transfer energy of +10 eV. The bottom
spectrum has a charge transfer energy of –10 eV and relates to an almost pure 3d9

ground state.

Figure 21 shows the comparison of the 2p X-ray absorption spectrum of these two
compounds with charge transfer multiplet calculations [53,54]. It can be checked in
figure 21 that these calculations look similar to the calculations for NiII systems
with negative values of D. For such systems with negative D values, it is important
to carry out charge transfer multiplet calculations, as no good comparison with
crystal field multiplet spectra can be made.

X-ray absorption compared with X-ray photoemission

The crucial difference between X-ray absorption and X-ray photoemission is that
XAS is essentially a charge conserving experiment. As discussed this implies small
charge transfer effects and small satellites. In XPS and electron escapes from the
(local) system and the effects of charge transfer are large. In fact, the spectral shape
of photoemission spectra of strongly correlated materials is dominated by charge
transfer effects. For details the reader is referred to a number of papers [4,49,50].
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Figure 21 - Results of theoretical simulations of the copper 2p X-ray absorption
spectra of Cs2KCuF6 (bottom) and La2Li1/2Cu1/2O4 (top), in comparison with the
experimental spectra. (Reprinted with permission from ref. [26], © 1998 Elsevier
Science).

5. X-RAY LINEAR AND CIRCULAR DICHROISM-

Dichroism is the property of certain objects showing different colours according to
their orientation with respect to the light. It is due to the dependence of the optical
response of the object on the relative orientation between the polarization direction
of the light and the symmetry axes of the object. With X-rays, in some cases a
difference can be observed between the absorption of left and right circularly
polarized light (circular dichroism) or for different orientations of the polarization
vector of linearly polarized light with respect to a given quantization axis (linear
dichroism). Dichroism can only occur when the spherical symmetry of the free
atom is broken due to a magnetic or (crystalline) electric field. Magnetic fields can
cause both circular and linear dichroism, while a crystal field can only induce
linear dichroism.
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On the microscopic level, circular dichroism is given by the difference between
DMJM  = +1 and J DMJM  = –1 transitions, while linear dichroism is related to theJ

difference between DMJM  = 0 andJ DMJM  =J ±1 transitions. (Magnetic) Circular
dichroism was first predicted in the MII-IIIMM (3p absorption) edges of transition
metals [55], but the first observation of magnetic dichroism was done with linearly
polarized light at the MIV-VMM  edges of rare earths [21,56]. We start with a description
of dichroism in these edges, since it can be well understood using the atomic
multiplet model.

Another way to write the matrix element for a dipole transition from an initial state
with quantum numbers J and M to a final state with J¢JJ and M¢MM is given by

| | | | | || || || | || |
-

Á

ÈÈÈ

˜

˘
|| |||| ||J J'

M M
| q| ||

˘̆̆
||q | || |

-ÈÈÈ M M
| || || ||||||| | ||| ||||| 2

2
2

q
. Here, the matrix element

is split into an angular (the 3J symbol squared) and a radial part using the Wigner-J
Eckart theorem.

The radial part | || || ||| |||| ||q
2 is also called the line strength of the transition. The

dependence of the absorption on the polarization of the light is caused by the
dependence of the 3J symbols onJ DM. The 3MM J symbol is non-zero only ifJ
| J – 1| £ J¢ £ J + 1 and q = DM =M M – M M¢MM  = 0, ±1. Transitions with q  = 0 can be
excited only by radiation that has a linearly polarized component along the z axis
(i.e. the quantization axis) and q = ±1 transitions only by components that are
respectively left- or right-handed circularly polarized in the plane perpendicular to
this axis. The relation between the DJ transitions and the polarization is given in
table 27.

Table 27 - The relation between DJ transitions and the polarization vector J q.
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In spherical symmetry, the Hund's rule ground state is (2 J + 1) fold degenerate andJ
all MJM  levels are equally populated. It can be shown that in that case the polariza-J

tion of the light does not have any influence on the absorption spectrum [57]. A
magnetic or crystalline electric field splits up the ground state in levels with
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different values of MJM and at low enough temperature levels with different MJM will
be unequally occupied. The simplest example is for an Yb3+ ion in an applied
magnetic field. The magnetic field will cause a Zeeman splitting of the levels of the
2F7/2FF ground state in fifteen levels with MJM  = –7/2, –5/2 … 7/2 and energyJ m0 gHMgg JM .
At zero kelvin, only the lowest lying level, with MJM  = –7/2, will be occupied. In theJ

final state, only the 2D5/2 state is available, with –5/2 £ MJM £ 5/2.

As a result, at zero kelvin only DM =M +1 transitions can take place, so only left
circularly polarized light or linearly polarized light, incident along the quantization
(in this case, the magnetization direction) axis. Right circularly polarized light, or
linearly polarized light with its polarization vector parallel to the magnetization
axis will not be absorbed. At higher temperatures, also higher MJM  levels will beJ

occupied, according to a Boltzmann distribution, and the other transitions (first
DM = 0 forM MJM = –5/2, than also J DM = –1 for M MJM  = –3/2), will become possible.J

However, some polarization dependence of the absorption spectra will persist until
kT >> m0 gHgg . X-ray dichroism can thus be used to measure magnetic ordering, withHH
the element selectivity inherent to X-ray absorption spectroscopy. It can be shown
that circular dichroism (difference between DM = –1 and M DM = –1 transitions) isM
proportional to ‚ MJM Ú, the average MJM  value of the ion, which corresponds to itsJ

magnetic moment (| M | = ‚ M Ú m0 gaJa ). Linear dichroism is related to JJ ‚ MJM 2 Ú, the
average of the square of MJM . It is therefore sensitive to magnetic order, but it can
not give the sign, or direction, of the magnetic moments. In contrast to (magnetic)
circular dichroism, linear dichroism is also sensitive to crystalline electric fields
with a less than cubic symmetry. This often limits the interest of linear dichroism
for magnetic studies of rare earths, since in many magnetic compounds containing
rare earths the rare earth ion is in a low symmetry crystal field environment.

As discussed above, in many rare earth MIV-VMM  edges three peaks are visible
corresponding to the different DJ transitions. The cross-section J sq

J
q for a transition

from a single ground-state level | JMkMM J Ú of the free ion to all final states allowed
by the selection rules and for a photon polarization q is given by
sq

J
q = J SJ¢JJ | 3J symbol |J 2 sJs ¢JJ This means that for any MJM  level and anyJ q = DM, theMM

transition can be written as a linear combination of the three DJ components. As an
example, in figure 22. we give the calculated DJ components for the MVMM  edge of
Dy (ground state 6H15/2HH ). In the same figure, we give the different DM transitionsM
for the lowest lying level in a magnetic field, MJM  = –15/2. As can be seen, theJ

DM transitions closely correspond to M DJ transitions. For the otherJ MJM  levels, everyJ

DM contains the three DJ components, with different weights. The occupation ofJ

the different MJM levels, which depends on the splitting as well as the temperature,J

determines therefore the polarization dependence of the spectrum.
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Figure 22 - a - Calculated DJDD components for the MVMM  edge of Dy (ground state 6H15/2HH )
b - Different DM transitions for the lowest lying level in a magnetic field, MJM  = –15/2.J

As an example, we give in figure 23 the spectra for left and right circularly
polarized light, as well as their difference (the circular dichroism) as a function of
temperature for a Dy3+ ion in a magnetic field. The spectra and dichroism are given
for different values of the reduced temperature TRTT = kT/TT m/ B gHgg , whereHH mB is the Bohr
magneton, g is the Landé factor and H is the magnetic field strength. mB gHgg defines
the splitting between the different Zeeman levels and kT their occupation. This
shows that in general the spectra depend both on the (internal) magnetic field
acting on the ion and on the temperature. The size of the dichroism gives a direct
measure of the average magnetic moment in the direction of propagation of the
X-rays. The right panel of figure 23 shows that the size of the dichroism depends
on the temperature and magnetic field, but that the shape of the curves does not
change. It can be shown that this is generally the case for both circular and linear
dichroism in rare earths (see for instance ref. [58]), as long as the energy between
the Hund's rule ground state and the first excited state is large.

In a crystal field, the MJM  levels are split according to their absolute value |J MJM |, i.e.
every energy level is a mixture of different MJM levels, whereJ MJM and –M– JM have the
same weight. Since the spectra for MJM ,JJ DMDD are the same as for –M– JM , –JJ DMDD a crystal

field cannot introduce circular dichroism. However, a crystal field with a symmetry
lower than cubic will give rise to linear dichroism, like ferromagnetic but also
antiferromagnetic ordering.
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Figure 23 - Calculated MVMM edge absorption for a Dy3+ ion in a magnetic field for right
(first panel) and left (second panel) circularly polarized light. The difference (or
XMCD) curves are given on the right. The spectra are for different values of the
reduced temperature TRTT (see text), with TRTT  = 0, 2, 4, 7, 15 and TRTT Æ ¶.

For metallic transition-metal atoms, the d electrons are delocalized (or itinerant)
and the atomic approach for the absorption and dichroism is not valid. This can be
partly overcome using a configuration interaction approach, where the ground state
of the absorbing atom is written as the superposition of atomic states of different
d count, with different weights. In most cases, band-structure effects play an
important role in the shape of spectra of metallic transition metals, and a one-
electron approach is generally used to treat the excitations [4,59]. The use of XMCD
for magnetic studies became very important after the development of sum rules,
which allow the spin and orbital magnetic moment of the measured element to be
separately determined from the measured dichroism spectra [60,61]. X-ray
dichroism is has recently also been used for magnetic imaging, where domains in
both ferromagnetic (circular dichroism) and antiferromagnetic (linear dichroism)
materials can be observed with very good spatial resolution [62-64] (see also chapter
by C.M. Schneider in this volume). In complex magnetic structures (multilayers,
spin-valves) it can be used to perform layer-resolved measurements of
magnetization dynamics with sub-nanosecond time resolution [65]n . In the chapter of
F. Baudelet more details about XMCD in absorption will be given.
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